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FADE IN:

INT. JIMMY’S AND BILLY’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

JIMMY SVENSON (15) reads a thick leather-bound book in his 
lower bunk bed, illuminated only by a tiny reading lamp.

From the upper bunk:

BILLY (O.S.)
Turn off the light, will ya, Jimmy?

JIMMY
(still reading)

Just a minute.

BILLY (11), with spiky bedhead, drops his face below the bunk 
to peer at his brother, upside-down.

BILLY
What’re you doing? 

JIMMY
Reading.  About Vikings.

Billy’s settles back into bed.

BILLY
Yuck.  Sounds like school to me.

JIMMY
It’s history, bonehead... our 
history.

BILLY
You got hockey tryouts tomorrow, 
remember?  Who cares about that 
other stuff?

Jimmy sighs, snaps the book closed.  A symbol is embossed 
into the brown leather cover... THREE INTERLOCKING TRIANGLES. 

He places the volume on his nightstand, shuts off the light.  
The room is pitch black and quiet.

Then out of the darkness, a whisper...

JIMMY
I do.

The volume’s interlocking triangle symbol glows with fire.



INT. VIKING HALL, 980 A.D. - DAY

A crowded room filled with laughing, growling VIKINGS donning 
battle gear: metal gauntlets, chainmail, helms.

The deep, majestic voice of ODIN cuts through the noise.

ODIN (V.O.)
Through the ages, Humans never 
change.  They must battle.  It’s in 
their blood.

INT. VIKING HALL - DAY

As he passes, each fully-armored Viking grabs a sword from a 
row of them mounted on the wall.

ODIN (V.O.)
With bare wits or weapons of iron,  
Humans always struggle within 
themselves, which often leads to 
battles against each other.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD

On the snow-covered ground, the Vikings stand in formation, 
shields up, swords ready, waiting for battle to begin.

ODIN (V.O.)
That is their way.

Over a ridge appears a BAND OF GIANTS: 12 feet tall, dressed 
in tattered animal hides, with gray skin and greasy, tangled 
hair.   A VIKING SOLDIER turns to his superior.

VIKING SOLDIER
Giants.  The bane of Odin...

VIKING CAPTAIN
...and ours.  Trespass on Viking 
lands is an invitation to battle, 
one we’ll accept.

He leads the troop of Viking Soldiers toward the ridge.

VIKING CAPTAIN
Their leader will be my kill.
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THE RIDGE

GALEN (20’s) stands with 20 others of his kind.  They’re 
hunched over, clutching spiked clubs in dirty claws.  They 
have flat foreheads; twisted horns sprout from the sides of 
their malformed skulls. 

ODIN (V.O.)
Giants were the enemy, but their 
evil claws and clubs were tempered 
by Mens’ iron and Gods’ fire.

Galen’s the largest, muscular and dominating.  He holds a 
fist-sized amulet that hangs around his neck.  It looks 
like... an EYEBALL.  A LESSER GIANT turns to him, distraught.

LESSER GIANT
They come, Galen.  With sharp 
swords and spears!

Galen’s lips twist into a cruel smile, revealing sharp, 
yellowstained teeth.  He glances skyward.

Two black RAVENS fly overhead, looking down at him.  Galen 
surveys the advancing Vikings.

GALEN
Let them come.

BATTLEFIELD

The Vikings run toward the ridge, whooping battle cries.

ODIN (V.O.)
Then one day, the balance between 
Giants, Men and Gods was broken...

RIDGE

Galen lifts the eyeball amulet around his neck, aims it.

ODIN (V.O.)
...and chaos took over the land.

A bolt of lightning erupts from it like a weapon.

BATTLEFIELD

The Viking Captain is decimated as he runs.  The Soldiers 
halt and gape in shock at the smoking crater, all that 
remains of their leader.
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FROM ABOVE, THE RAVENS’ POV

The largest Giant below uses his amulet to cut through the 
Vikings, shooting them in the back if they run away.  The 
Giants howl with glee at the massacre.

One Raven looks at the other, as if to say, “Let’s go, now!”

As they fly away, one Raven is hit with a lightning bolt from 
below.  He screeches and goes down in a flutter of feathers.

The other Raven flies, dodging lightning aimed at him in the 
sky.  A bolt hits, shatters his wing, but he keeps going.

INT. HALLWAY - DAY

Wooden double doors slam open with a CRASH.  Through it 
barrels ODIN (50's): battle-scarred, with tattoos across his 
iron muscles and a long gray beard tied in battle braids.

Odin wears a large BLACK PATCH that covers his left eye.  As 
he passes swords, spears and axes mounted on the walls:

ODIN
Heimdall!  Your report!

HEIMDALL (20’s) appears in full Viking battle gear, running 
to keep step with his much-larger boss.

HEIMDALL
Giants gather along the border of 
Viking lands, your Majesty. 
Thousands of them!

ODIN
And of magic?

HEIMDALL
Detected throughout the province!

Odin’s hand covers the black patch over his left eye.

ODIN
Confound that blasted Galen!  He 
did steal it.

In Odin’s other hand appears a large silver spear with a 
sharp point.  It sparks and crackles with energy.
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HEIMDALL
The Fallen Warriors await your 
welcome.  Shall I call off the 
banquet, my liege?

ODIN
No, Heimdall.  Decorum... and a 
feast... before bloodshed.  Come!

EXT. SKIES - DAY

The injured Raven flies toward a KINGDOM built on a 
foundation of clouds, glistening as if built from pure gold. 

Castles, stone halls and longhouses with thatched roofs 
shimmer in the morning sunshine.  A magical place.

INT. HALL OF VALHALLA - DAY

Down the center of the hall is a rough-hewn wood table, 
hundreds of feet long.  Lining both sides are FALLEN 
WARRIORS, glistening with the silvery glow of the Afterlife.

Odin jumps onto the table and strides down it.  As he walks, 
a sumptuous banquet appears in his wake.  Fallen Warriors 
cheer loudly, lifting darkened cattle horns as he passes.

FALLEN WARRIORS
Hail Odin, King of the Gods!

Odin stands at the end of the table and lifts his own horn.

ODIN
Vikings, you gave your mortal lives 
with honor.  Enjoy endless days of 
battle and nights of feast here, in 
my great Hall of Valhalla!

FALLEN WARRIORS
Hail Valhalla!

The table erupts with merriment.  Odin sits next to his 
queen, FRIGG (40's), strong and gorgeous.  He leans in close 
so only she hears.

ODIN
It is happening, my dear.

FRIGG
We must find him...
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ODIN
First, welcome our Fallen Warriors. 
These heroes are family now.

Beside Frigg sits masculine THOR (20’s), who attacks a roast 
horse hindquarters, tail and all.  He turns, mouth full.

THOR
Another magnificent banquet! 
Wouldn’t you agree, Mother?

Beside Thor sits LOKI (20's). HE IS A GIANT, LIKE GALEN: same 
gray skin, tangled hair and twisted horns, but Loki wears 
Viking garb, with pudge instead of muscles. He mimics Thor...

LOKI
“Wouldn’t you agree, Mother?” 

...and screws up his face in disgust.

LOKI
What a miserable suck-up you are, 
Thor.

Writhing up and down Loki’s torso is SHIMSHAM, a chubby snake 
that steals food off the table.  Shimsham speaks with a lisp.

SHIMSHAM
Good one, Math-ter, calling the God 
of Thunder a mitherable thuck-up. 
Th-tupendous!

LOKI
(to Thor)

Or maybe you just suck.  That’s it.

SHIMSHAM
(cracking up)

Th-top! My sideth are thplitting! 

Thor pulls out his golden hammer and shakes it menacingly.

THOR
I’ll pound those twisted horns back 
into your misshapen head, Loki! 

FRIGG
Stop bickering, both of you.  Don’t 
ruin your father’s welcoming feast. 
Again.

Thor tears into a monstrous turkey leg.
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THOR
Odin is my father, anyway...

LOKI
And mine as well.  By adoption.

THOR
Doesn't count, Giant.

LOKI
Does so.  And as a God, I shouldn’t 
have to share my table with these 
paltry, glowing Human souls. 

FRIGG
These men have earned a place at 
Odin’s table.  One wishes the same 
could be said for you.

LOKI
Perhaps "One" should be more  
concerned with taming the wild and 
woolly caterpillar growing under 
“One’s” nose.

Shimsham smiles sweetly and smugly at Frigg.

SHIMSHAM
Yeth, th-ouldn’t “One?”

Frigg covers her upper lip defensively and nudges Odin.

FRIGG
Odin!  How can you allow such 
impudence from your adopted son?

ODIN
Loki’s just...  playing.  After 
all, he is the God of trickery.

SHIMSHAM
And detheit!

LOKI
Don’t forget rudeness, Old King.

Loki lets out a huge, wet fart.

LOKI
That's my specialty.

Odin laughs.  Fallen Warriors join in, making a racket.
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FRIGG
Why Odin adopted you I may never 
know.  You are a hateful beast.

LOKI
Glad you noticed, my bewhiskered 
queen.

(burps loudly)
I've been practicing for years.

Odin looks up, sees the injured Raven fly through an opening 
in the hall.  His laughter stops, silencing the others.

ODIN
My pets...

The near-dead bird lands limply on the king’s shoulder, 
whispers in his ear.  Then it falls to the floor, still. 

Odin's un-patched eye ignites with fire.  

FRIGG
The ravens...

ODIN
Murdered!  In a declaration of war! 

Odin stands, shaking with rage.

ODIN
Fallen Warriors, rise!  Ready 
yourselves to crush the Giants!

The Fallen Warriors stand, shouting battle cries.  Pointy 
weapons and round colored shields appear in their hands.

FRIGG
Wait! 

ODIN
Heimdall!  My steed! 

Heimdall enters, leading a muscular, white 8-LEGGED HORSE.  
It breaks into a run, pulling Heimdall helplessly behind.

The Horse halts by Odin, who climbs aboard.  Spear raised, 
horse rearing, whinnying, FOUR forelegs clawing the air:

ODIN
I’ll skewer Galen’s corrupt heart 
and tear it asunder!

Frigg stands, raises her arms.  
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FRIGG
Odin, I beg you to wait!

Instantly, hurricane winds blow through the hall.  Banquet 
food flies off the table; Fallen Warriors raise their shields 
in defense. Odin stops his rampage and eyes Frigg, annoyed.

ODIN
What is it, dear?  I have war to 
wage!

FRIGG
Before we attack the Giants with 
blind fury, we owe our son...

LOKI
Sons, mother.  Don’t forget me.

Frigg bites her tongue.

FRIGG
We owe our sons an explanation.

Odin grunts in agreement, calms his steed.  He juts his spear 
at a stone wall, hundreds of feet high, covered with runes. 

ODIN
Look at the Runes of Lore.

The runes writhe and pulsate on the wall, as if alive.

ODIN
They tell of a day when Giants 
wield a power even greater than 
ours.  They’ll use it to smite down 
the Vikings, then the Gods as well.

THOR
Giants vanquish the Gods?  How?

The hall is silent.

ODIN
Galen has stolen my eye.  With it, 
he has disrupted the balance and 
now controls the power of chaos.

Loki stands.

LOKI
Do tell, Odin, how could a lowly 
Giant snatch something so... 
personal from our “Great King”?
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Steam rises from Odin’s ears.  He glares at Loki.

ODIN
Sit down.

FRIGG
The Runes also tell of a Human 
warrior with the skill and cunning 
to retrieve Odin’s eye.

ODIN
A Chosen Warrior.  But he won’t be 
born for another thousand years.

LOKI
How will you find this... warrior?

Odin hurls his spear at a stone wall.  The rock splinters, 
spraying fragments.  He catches a piece and holds it high. 

Emblazoned on the rectangular shard of stone is a symbol... 
THREE INTERLOCKING TRIANGLES.

ODIN
This runestone will be passed down 
through generations, from parent to 
eldest child.

Odin hurls the stone into the cosmos.

ODIN
I’ll ride forward in time.  When I 
find that runestone, I’ll pluck its 
wearer like a berry off a bush.  He 
will be our Chosen Warrior.

In a bright flash, Odin and his steed disappear.  Loki 
whispers to Shimsham:

LOKI
Giants or Gods?  Not even I can 
guess the victor.  It behooves me 
to pay Galen a visit.  

SHIMSHAM
If the Giants take over, we can 
thay Good-bye to our lux-thurious 
life-thtyle, Math-ter.

LOKI
Shut up, Shimsham!  Unless you want 
me to tie another knot in your 
tongue.
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Shimsham shakes his head wildly.

SHIMSHAM
No, Math-ter.  One is thufficient, 
thankth!

LOKI
And if this “Chosen Warrior” gets 
in my way, I’ll squash him... like 
the wretched muck-maggot he is!

INT. HOCKEY RINK - MODERN TIMES - DAY

A banner is draped across the rink: "YOUTH LEAGUE ICE HOCKEY 
TRYOUTS!"

TEENAGE BOYS in hockey gear skate on the ice.  Their laughs 
and hollers echo off the cavernous walls of the rink.

Jimmy is the smallest one out there.  His helmet, a size too 
large, dips over his eyes.  He yanks it up quickly.

BOB (14), a beefier boy, skates into position beside him.

BOB
You’ll do fine, Svenson.  Just keep 
your eye on the puck, eh?

Jimmy has his game face on.  No fear. 

JIMMY
Yeah.  Eye on the puck.  Got it.

Okay, a little fear. 

Jimmy pulls a NECKLACE outside the collar of his jersey.  
It's a broken PIECE OF ROCK attached to a long black cord.  
He clutches it and whispers:

JIMMY
C'mon, lucky rock.  I need you.  I 
need... this.

THE BLEACHERS

Jimmy's MOM (40’s) is pretty yet pale, with dark circles 
under her eyes, a grieving testament to recent loss.  No 
smile, no makeup, no spirit.  Billy sits next to her.

BILLY
(gently)

It’s... good you came.
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Mom forces a smile.

MOM
I can’t just... stay home forever.  
I couldn’t miss Jimmy’s tryout.

BILLY
He’ll make the team this year.  For 
Dad.  I know it.

MOM
Third time’s a charm, right?

BILLY
Right.

Billy stands, cups his hands to his mouth and yells:

BILLY
Time to tear up the ice, Svenson!

ON THE ICE

The ASSISTANT (20's) turns to COACH BARKER (40's) and points 
at Jimmy, incredulous.  The kid’s the smallest one out there.

ASSISTANT
That’s Carl Svenson's boy?

COACH BARKER
Yup.  Oldest son of the best player 
this league's ever seen.

ASSISTANT
Got high hopes for him this year?

COACH BARKER
Nah.  He just doesn’t have the 
spirit his old man had... God rest 
his soul.

ASSISTANT
Sad, going all the sudden like 
that.

Oafish bully SAM (15) skates into position opposite Jimmy.  
He's bigger by a head, heavier by fifty pounds.

SAM
Hey, Shorty Svenson.  Time to show 
everyone talent don’t run in your 
family.
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Jimmy just stands, speechless.  Coach Barker and his 
Assistant skate by. 

COACH BARKER
If that kid knew the Svenson-Slap-
Shot, it'd be a different story.

ASSISTANT
Aw, that shot’s just a myth.

Coach Barker smiles.

COACH BARKER
Nope.  I’ve seen that boy’s father 
do it many times.  It’s just... 
unstoppable.

THE BLEACHERS

Coach Barker and his Assistant skate by Billy and Mom, who 
overhear their conversation.

COACH BARKER
Too bad Carl Svenson never taught 
anyone his secret move before he 
died.

Billy springs out of his seat, angry.

BILLY
He did so, Coach!

He stomps down the bleachers toward the rink.

BILLY
Jimmy!  Show ‘em the Svenson-Slap-
Shot!  You're the only one alive 
who knows how!

ON THE ICE

Jimmy looks at his younger brother and remembers...

EXT. FROZEN LAKE - FLASHBACK, 3 MONTHS AGO - DAY

Jimmy, Billy and DAD (40’s) practice hockey.  Dad's athletic 
and handsome.  Billy mans the net, with mask and gloves.

BILLY
Ripple the mesh, Dad!  I dare ya!
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Dad SETS up, CORKSCREWS his body to gain momentum... and 
SLAPS the puck so hard, it drills across the ice straight 
into Billy's goal...

JIMMY
He SCORES with the Svenson-Slap- 
Shot!

Billy passes the puck to Dad, who passes it to Jimmy.

DAD
Time to tear up the ice, Svenson!

Jimmy nods.  He sets up the puck, corkscrews his body... and 
slaps the shot like Dad...  but the puck flies wild, gains 
altitude and soars out of sight.

BILLY
Teach the shot to me, Dad!  I can 
do it a lot better ‘n he can!

DAD
Go find that puck for us, Billy.

BILLY
But I wanna learn how to...

DAD
Listen to your old man, 'kay?

Scowling, Billy turns to fetch the wayward puck.

JIMMY
I'm never gonna get the hang of 
this.  Never ever.

Dad pulls something from his pocket.  It’s a piece of rock, 
tied to a black cord.

DAD
Here.  Maybe this’ll help.

He gives it to Jimmy.  Carved into the flat part of the rock 
is a symbol... three interlocking triangles.

DAD
Put it around your neck.

Jimmy does, then examines the stone.  It looks old. 

JIMMY
Cool.  Where'd you get this?
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DAD
It’s been in our family a long 
time, always passed down to the 
firstborn.  That’s you, Jimmy.

Jimmy’s fingers trace the three interlocking triangles. 

JIMMY
What's this symbol mean?

DAD
Thought maybe one day you could 
tell me.  All my dad would say is:

  Look in the center 
  what do you see 
  when all work together 
  the power of three.

JIMMY
Look in the center?  Of what?

DAD
To find out, you might have to dive 
headfirst into danger. 

That sounded weird, coming from Dad. 

JIMMY
What... kind of danger?

DAD
Wear this runestone always.  Never 
take it off, understand?

JIMMY
Who am I supposed to give it to 
someday?  My kid?

DAD
Promise?

Jimmy looks at the runestone around his neck.  Then at Dad.

JIMMY
Yeah.  Promise.

INT. HOCKEY RINK - END FLASHBACK - DAY

The Coach's whistle blows, jarring Jimmy out of his daydream.  
The hockey puck whizzes at him... and right through his legs.  
Jimmy looks down at the puck.  When he looks back up:
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SAM
Hey Jerkwad!  I’m gonna bust your 
grill!

Sam collides with Jimmy, hard, making him wipe out.

THE BLEACHERS

Mom and Billy jump out of their seats.  Others in the arena 
let out a chorus of “ohhhhhhhhhh.”

MOM
I never understood why they have to 
knock each other silly like that!

BILLY
(smiling ear-to-ear)

Part of the game, Mom.  Ain't it 
sweet?

ON THE ICE

Jimmy skates down the rink toward the opposing goal with the 
puck.  Sam hooks Jimmy's skate with his stick, causing him to 
crash.  Sam swoops by and snatches the puck.

Bob skates to Jimmy, his face grave.

BOB
What's the matter, Svenson?  You're 
gonna blow it again if you keep 
this up.

Jimmy grits his teeth.  This can’t get away from him again. 

JIMMY
No, I’m not.

He gets the puck again and races toward the goal, hellbent 
and high-velocity.  From behind, Sam bears down on Jimmy like 
a surly teenage freight train, out for blood.

THE BLEACHERS

Billy beats his fists and chants:

BILLY
Svenson-Slap-Shot!  Do it, Jimmy!
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ON THE ICE

The boys pick up the vibe and join in:

BOYS
Svensson-Slap-Shot! Svenson-Slap...

Jimmy sets the puck, corkscrews his body, slaps the shot...

...which sends the puck flying high and wild.  It hits the 
corner of the concession stand...

...ricochets off to hit a light in the ceiling, bursting it 
in a shower of sparks...

...and rebounds back to the ice, right at Jimmy, who covers 
his head, screams and scrunches his eyes tightly shut.

The puck crashes into the ice, burying itself.  The Coach 
blows his whistle.  All the boys laugh hysterically.

ON THE ICE

Bob and Sam skate by Jimmy as he picks himself up.

SAM
Get off the ice.  You don’t belong 
here.

BOB
Tryouts are all week, Svenson.  
Come back tomorrow, eh?

SAM
Better idea.  Don’t.

Jimmy skates away as he drops his head, devastated.  He spies 
his runestone necklace and rips it from his neck.

JIMMY
Stupid, unlucky rock.

He flings it away and skates off the ice to the locker room.

THE BLEACHERS

Mom looks concerned.  Billy looks ashamed, then mad.  He 
takes off without a word.  Flustered, Mom grabs her stuff.

MOM
Billy!  Wait up, honey!
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As Billy walks by, he sees it: Jimmy’s runestone necklace.  
He scoops it up and places it around his neck.  Looks good.

BILLY
(to himself)

This shoulda been mine all along. 

INT. LOCKER ROOM - DAY

Jimmy yanks off his gear and tosses it everywhere.  He slams 
his locker door open... and out falls a small leather case.

When it hits the ground, the case snaps open, spilling THREE 
PLAYING DARTS, pro style, onto the floor.  He grabs them.

INT. LOCKER ROOM - DAY

Concentrating, Jimmy aims a dart at a dartboard mounted on 
the wall.  Billy slams open the metal doors and storms in.

Jimmy throws the dart.  It hits the outside rim of the board.

JIMMY
Crud.  On a cracker.

BILLY
Those guys really mopped up the ice 
with you today.

JIMMY
They did not... much.

Mom quietly opens the metal door and enters.

BILLY
They did so.  Much.  Right Mom?

Jimmy turns and sees Mom sit on the changing bench.  Not 
okay.

JIMMY
Hey!  This is the boys locker room!

MOM
(to Billy)

You said knocking the stuffing out 
of each other’s part of the game. 

BILLY
It is.  But Jimmy’s the only one 
who ever loses his stuffing.
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Jimmy gets closer to her, making sure she sees him.

JIMMY
You gotta get outta here!

MOM
Why?  There’s nothing in here I 
haven't seen before.

He starts to argue; stops himself.  Who cares.  He flops down 
next to her and crosses his arms defiantly.

JIMMY
Fine.  Do whatever you want.  I’m 
done with hockey, anyway. 

BILLY
Are you crazy?  Every kid in 
Minnesota plays hockey.  I think... 
it's the law.

JIMMY
I think... you're full of it.

BILLY
What about Dad?  Didja ever think 
what he'd say about that?

Billy points to a wall.  Framed in a place of honor hangs 
DAD'S portrait, with a plaque: "ALL-TIME SCORING CHAMPION - 
CARL SVENSON."

JIMMY
I don’t care.  

He glares at the photograph, angry, abandoned.              
No, betrayed.

JIMMY
Nowadays, he doesn't have much to 
say about anything, do ya, old man?

Jimmy hurls a glove across the locker room at the picture.  
It hits Carl right between the eyes and bounces off.

BILLY
Hey! 

Mom reaches out with her fingers and brushes aside some of 
Jimmy's bangs that have fallen over his face.
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MOM
Dad couldn’t help having a heart 
attack, honey.  It just... 
happened.

Jimmy pulls his head away from her fingers.

JIMMY
Whatever.  Gone is gone.

Billy pulls out the runestone necklace from under his shirt.

BILLY
You don't deserve to wear the 
necklace he gave you.  I was gonna 
give it back, but now I'm not!

Jimmy stands up.  Lines up another shot toward the dartboard.

JIMMY
Choke on it for all I care.  It’s 
just a dumb rock.

MOM
Dad wanted you to have that, Jimmy. 
Please take it back.

BILLY
No!  He threw it away.  Finders 
keepers.

Jimmy ignores them, concentrating on his dart.  He focuses  
on the dartboard, ignoring the sounds of his family.

JIMMY
(to himself)

Focus.

He shoots the dart.  It flies straight to the bull's eye.

JIMMY
It just takes... focus.

He fires another one.  It also hits dead-center.  Being 
ignored angers Billy.  He pushes Jimmy, hard.

BILLY
What are you, deaf?

Jimmy retaliates, pushing Billy harder, enough to topple him 
to the floor.

MOM
Jimmy!
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BILLY
I wish I could kick you off my 
team!  I would!

MOM
That’s enough, both of you!

Jimmy fires a dart, which misses Billy’s head by inches and 
embeds itself deep in the wall.  Billy examines the dart in 
the wall behind him, then glares back at Jimmy.

BILLY
You’re as crappy at darts as you 
are at everything else!

JIMMY
If I wanted to hit you, dirtbag, I 
would have.

Jimmy grabs Billy by the collar and yanks him up off the 
floor.  He grits his teeth as tightens his grip on the boy.

JIMMY
Right.  Between.  The eyes.

Billy suddenly looks scared.  He pulls himself out of Jimmy’s 
grasp and leaves, slamming the metal doors behind him. 

Jimmy flops back on the changing bench, drops his head in his 
hands.  Mom stands and sighs.

She walks to Carl’s picture hanging on the wall, gazes at it 
and quietly starts to cry.

Jimmy stands, sees her chin quivering.  It makes his gut hurt 
when his mother cries.  He walks to her side and puts his arm 
around her, trying to comfort.

MOM
He was gone so quickly.  There are 
things he meant to tell you... that 
would have made a difference.  He 
always thought he had tomorrow.

She puts her head on his shoulder.  He will not cry.

JIMMY
He left us.
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MOM
No, he didn’t, he just died.  
Whenever I see a star, now, I wish 
he had just a few minutes more with 
you and Billy before he had to 
go... to say goodbye.

JIMMY
That’s never gonna happen.  Never.

He pulls his shoulder away from her head, walks to the door.

JIMMY
Don’t waste your wishes on things 
that are impossible.

EXT. HOCKEY RINK - NIGHT

Everyone's gone... except for a large, muscular MAN who rides 
a Zamboni slowly around the rink. 

His long gray hair and beard are tied in battle braids.  He 
wears a janitor’s white jumpsuit and a BLACK PATCH over his 
left eye... it’s Odin.

Billy walks to the ice.  It’s eerily quiet.

BILLY
Where'd everybody go?

Odin stops the Zamboni and climbs off.

ODIN
They had... pressing business 
elsewhere.  No matter.  I need to 
speak to you alone. 

BILLY
Me?  How come?

ODIN
You have something I need.  I have 
something you want.

BILLY
I’m not supposed to talk to 
strangers.  Especially really 
strange ones.

ODIN
The necklace. 

Billy looks down and sees it around his neck.
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BILLY
It's not really mine...

ODIN
Whoever wears that runestone will 
be showered with glory and 
treasures!

BILLY
Treasures?  Why didn’t you say so?

Billy holds up the runestone for Odin.

BILLY
Sign me up, mister!

Odin busts out of the body of the old Zamboni driver into his 
tattooed, muscle-bound glory.  The Zamboni transforms into 
his 8-legged steed.  Billy’s mouth drops wide open.

ODIN
Come with me, Chosen Warrior.  Your 
destiny awaits you.

Billy steps onto the ice, not by choice.  Odin's mighty spear 
appears in his hand.  When he touches the point to the ice, a 
churning WHIRLPOOL appears.

BILLY
W-Wait.  I better not...

Jimmy slams open the door from the locker room and walks 
toward the ice.

JIMMY
Billy!  Mom says you have to say 
you’re sorry now!

BILLY
Help me!

Jimmy steps onto the ice, sees the whirlpool and stops.

JIMMY
Hey!  What are you doing?

BILLY
It's not mine!  It’s not...

Billy tries desperately to claw his way out as he’s sucked 
down.  Jimmy watches, terrified, helpless, paralyzed, until 
Billy disappears down the whirlpool, out of sight.

Jimmy's in shock.  He can't believe his eyes.
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JIMMY
Wh-What happened to him?

ODIN
That is the Chosen Warrior.  He 
wears a...

The whirlpool SPITS OUT the runestone necklace from its 
vortex.  It lands on the ice by Jimmy.

ODIN
...runestone necklace.

Odin sees the necklace, then Jimmy, who’s red with guilt.

ODIN
Hmmmm.  That belongs to you.

JIMMY
Where’s my brother?  You can’t just 
flush people away like that!

ODIN
That child has been thrust into the 
gaping maw of danger.

JIMMY
Danger?

ODIN
Aye.  Danger beyond measure.

Jimmy nods, understanding.  He shuts his eyes and dives 
headfirst into the dead-center of the swirling whirlpool.

EXT. FOREST FLOOR - ANCIENT TIMES - NIGHT

A hole ringed with fire opens a few feet above the ground. 
Jimmy falls through it and lands with a thud.

He looks around.  His clothes are different: instead of 
modern fabric, he wears rough woolen garments.  At least he’s 
dry.  He sniffs his sleeve and grimaces. 

JIMMY
P-yew! Is that me?

Jimmy suddenly realizes where he’s sitting... in the middle 
of three VIKING BULLIES (16), all with sharp swords drawn.

BJORN BULLY
Look what we have here!
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UDO BULLY
A little boy, out after dark!

OLAF BULLY
Let’s show him what our clan does 
to trespassers!

The Viking Bullies give chase, whooping joyfully.  Running, 
Jimmy's face is etched with terror.

TREETOPS

From her perch high in a tree, athletic NADIAN (14) sees the 
chase.  Her long, black hair is covered by the hood of a dark 
brown cloak.  She wears a longbow across her back.

NADIAN
(to herself)

Three against one?  Vikings never 
play fair.  

Nadian nimbly jumps to a lower branch and imitates the cry of 
an injured animal. 

FOREST FLOOR

A pack of muscular WOLVES hunts in the forest.  When they 
hear the sound Nadian makes, their ears prick up, excited.  
They follow her sounds, looking for prey ready to be eaten.

TREETOPS

Nadian jumps from tree to tree, repeating the call.  She 
guides the pack of Wolves as the Viking Bullies chase Jimmy 
toward them in a collision course.

NADIAN
Jump into the river!  Quickly!

FOREST FLOOR

Jimmy sees Wolves in front of him.  He turns to see Bullies 
chasing him, swords swinging.  He dives into the river.

The Bullies halt, as do the Wolves.  They blink at each other 
before the Wolves switch gears and chase the Vikings away.
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EXT. RIVER

Jimmy pops his head above water, gasping, as he floats down 
the river.  Downstream, he drags himself onto the

RIVER BANK

Nadian's brown cloak is laid across a low tree branch.  
Shivering and sopping wet, Jimmy reaches out and takes it.

EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT

Wearing the cloak, Jimmy wanders.  He sees a building with a 
thatched roof and a large door, ajar.  

He opens the door.  It's a blacksmith's workshop, complete 
with an array of tools and a large iron anvil.

INT. BLACKSMITH SHOP

JIMMY
Hello?  Anybody home?

Glowing embers from a furnace illuminate the room.  Viking 
swords, spears, and axes cover the walls... all gleaming with 
needle-sharp points and razor-honed edges.

JIMMY
Awesome.

He removes a wicked multi-bladed ax and admires it.

EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT

NORGAARD (35) a robust, barrel-chested Viking with red hair 
and a long beard, whistles as he walks toward his 
blacksmith’s shop... and stops when he sees the door ajar. 

NORGAARD
Not thieves again.

Norgaard peeks inside.  Spots Jimmy, back to him, ax in hand.  
The Viking quietly draws his sword.

INT. BLACKSMITH SHOP

Norgaard enters and sneaks behind Jimmy.
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NORGAARD
Pillaging Druid!  Eat my sword for 
your last meal!

He raises his sword for the kill.  Jimmy screams, drops the 
ax, scampers out of the way.  Norgaard's sword slashes, 
misses and hits metal, showering sparks everywhere.

INT. ODIN'S THRONE ROOM - NIGHT

Seated upon carved wooden thrones, Odin and Frigg look down 
onto the stone floor.  Part of it is transparent, allowing 
them to observe the action on Earth below them.

Odin glances at Frigg, who meets his gaze.

FRIGG
No.

ODIN
I must.

FRIGG
You cannot!  Helping him will shift 
the balance further from our favor!

ODIN
If I don't, our Chosen Warrior will 
meet his end before he can even 
begin.

INT. BLACKSMITH SHOP

Jimmy trips over his cloak and falls to the floor.  Norgaard 
stands over him, kicks him onto his back.

NORGAARD
A Druid with no grace at all. 
Imagine that.

Norgaard slams the blade down again and again as Jimmy 
squirms left, then right, to avoid the blows.

NORGAARD
Your insides will taste my iron!

JIMMY
Wait!  I need my insides to stay... 
inside!  Knock it off!

Odin appears, floating in air.  Norgaard is FROZEN IN PLACE. 
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ODIN
You're not starting out so well, 
boy.

Jimmy's eyes are as wide as saucers.  He squeaks:

JIMMY
Wh-what’s going on?  Where am I?

ODIN
You're in the Viking lands, a 
thousand years before your birth.

JIMMY
(realizing)

I like to read about Vikings, so 
now I’m dreaming I am one.

Infuriated, Odin juts his spear; with its tip, he nicks 
Jimmy’s forehead until a little blood flows.

JIMMY
Ow!

ODIN
This is no dream.  Every choice you 
make now can save your brother... 
save your world... or destroy it.

Odin waves his spear.  The runestone necklace magically re-
appears around Jimmy's neck.

ODIN
Do you remember the advice of your 
ancestors?  Do you?

Jimmy struggles as he is still tacked under Norgaard’s sword.

JIMMY
What?  You mean, “look in the 
center, what do you see...”

ODIN
Good.  I can’t help you any more.

JIMMY
But this guy’s gonna kill me!

Odin stokes his bearded chin a moment.

ODIN
Yes.  I believe that’s true.
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JIMMY
(exasperated)

What should I do?

Odin thinks a another second, then replies calmly.

ODIN
I wouldn’t anger him more than you 
already have.

Odin disappears.  Norgaard re-animates, thrusting his sword.  
Jimmy feels metal, moans.  Norgaard recognizes Jimmy’s 
runestone, with its carved symbol of interlocking triangles.

NORGAARD
That’s Odin’s Knot you wear.  
You're no druid.

Norgaard pulls back, stops impaling Jimmy.

NORGAARD
And no thief either, I expect.

JIMMY
No.  I’m, not.  I'm... just lost.

NORGAARD
What is your name?  From where do 
you hail?

JIMMY
Jimmy, I think.  And I hail from... 
far away.  Way far away.

NORGAARD
I am Norgaard the Rambunctious, 
blacksmith of this village.  You're 
in my shop.  Uninvited, I'll add.

JIMMY
Sorry.  I’m looking for my brother, 
Billy.  He’s only eleven.

NORGAARD
You’ll not find him in the dead of 
night, so come home with me until 
morn.  Get up.

Jimmy does.  Norgaard slips the cloak off Jimmy’s shoulders.

NORGAARD
Let’s first trade this Druid's 
cloak for a Viking coat.  

(MORE)
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Wouldn’t want our townsfolk to see 
you wearing that.

He holds out a sturdy woolen garment for Jimmy to try on.

JIMMY
Why not?

NORGAARD
Druids haven't the best reputation.     
Always sneaking about, stealing and 
causing trouble.  Now, come.  

Norgaard opens the door to the shop.

NORGAARD
There's never much to eat, but we 
always share what we have with a 
guest.  It’s the Viking Way.

INT. NORGAARD’S HOME - NIGHT

Inside a windowless longhouse, a cooking fire burns.  In its 
dim light, Norgaard's family surrounds Jimmy.

SVEN (15) is blond, husky and handsome, three stone heavier 
than Jimmy.  He ventures closer, cautiously examining.

SVEN
You've brought a Druid spy home to 
us, Papa?

NORGAARD
No, Sven.  Just a boy named Jimmy. 
Looks to be about your age.

SVEN
I think much younger.

INGE (30), Norgaard's pretty, blond wife, chops vegetables.

INGE
He looks frightened.

JIMMY
I am not frightened.  Much.

Sven's brothers are 8-year-old identical twins named KLAGG 
and SKLAGG.  They giggle and point at the stranger.

SKLAGG
He's scared to death.  Right, 
Klagg?

NORGAARD (CON'T)
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KLAGG
Terrified!  Touch him, Sklagg. 
He'll wet his breeches if you do.

SKLAGG
And get his hidden knife stuck in 
my belly?  Nay Way!

NORGAARD
Who’s your father, boy?  He is 
certain to wonder where you are.

Jimmy’s face darkens.

JIMMY
He doesn’t care.  He’s dead. 

Norgaard glances at Inge, whose face is filled with concern.

JIMMY
I just wanna find my brother Billy 
and go home.  Can you help me?

NORGAARD
We'll go to the village tomorrow to 
see if anyone knows of your 
brother.  For now, we rest.

SVEN
I sleep with one eye open, Spy 
Jimmy.

He gets in Jimmy's face and whispers.

SVEN
One wrong move and your neck will 
feel my sword.  That I promise.

EXT. NORGAARD’S HOME - DAY

Norgaard leads the way through a heavy wooden door.  Jimmy 
and Sven follow.  Norgaard takes a breath and exhales steam.

NORGAARD
Let's be on our way.

JIMMY
I have to go to the bathroom.

Norgaard and Sven have blank looks on their faces.
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JIMMY
Oh, right.  No bathrooms yet. 
Listen, I gotta take a leak.  I 
don't know how much clearer I can 
make it without dropping my pants.

A beat.  Norgaard points to the back of the house.

NORGAARD
Over there, boy.

EXT. NORGAARD’S HOME  - DAY

Jimmy faces the longhouse, searching where his fly should be. 
He yells to Norgaard and Sven.

JIMMY
Hey, guys!  Where's the zipper on 
these stupid pants?

Jimmy finally gets them open.  As he relieves himself, he 
sees a shadow pass behind him.  He half-turns to see.

There stands Nadian, her dark hair blowing in the breeze.  
Her eyes are bright and piercing, her cheeks are pink.

Jimmy turns further around-- mesmerized by her-- so much it 
makes him forget the task at hand.  She watches him pee 
everywhere.

Jimmy looks down as his face turns bright crimson.

JIMMY
Crud on a cracker! 

Jimmy turns around, fumbling to get his pants closed.  
Smiling, Nadian skips off into the early morning mist.

EXT. PATH - DAY

Jimmy, Norgaard and Sven walk to the Village.

SVEN
...and she appeared from nowhere?  
Like magic?

JIMMY
Yeah.  She was spying on me.  At 
the worst possible time.

NORGAARD
Sounds like you met a Druid, Jimmy.
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They pass a tree growing beside the path.

SVEN
You're lucky she didn't stick a 
knife in your back and steal your 
boots.  Druids can never be 
trusted, don’t you know that?

Nadian perches on a branch, grimacing at Sven’s remark.  Over 
the ridge, a Village is built on the banks of the river.

EXT. VIKING VILLAGE - DAY

The marketplace is in full swing.  Hundreds of PEOPLE mill 
about, walking among cloth tents and longhouses.

CHILDREN watch a pig roast on a spit.  WOMEN weave at looms, 
laughing and gossiping.  A toothless MAN hawks wooden bowls.

A dozen MEN assemble the skeleton of a longboat.  Jimmy 
checks out the huge dragon's head carved into the prow.

JIMMY
It’s just like I read in the book.  
Exactly.  

Behind them, NINGDOOR and HALGROOD (30’s) argue.

HALGROOD
(brandishing his sword)

Ningdoor, you pale-livered old 
washerwoman!  I'll chop off your 
head and serve it for dinner!

NINGDOOR waves a double-bladed ax maliciously.

NINGDOOR
Halgrood, you weasel-faced cur!  
I’ll hack off your arms and feed 
them to my hounds!

The Vikings battle fiercely in the street, their weapons 
clanging together so hard that sparks fly.

JIMMY
Those guys are gonna kill each 
other!  Can't you do something?

SVEN
Why?  Ningdoor and Halgrood are the 
best of friends.
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NORGAARD
They battle for the sheer joy of 
it.  That’s...

SVEN
...the Viking Way!

Two WOMEN (50’s) sit, polishing wooden oars.  Jimmy 
overhears.

WOMAN #1
...and my cousin looked everywhere, 
but her children were stolen!

WOMAN #2
They just vanished?

WOMAN #1
Yes!  It's the Druids, I tell you!

Jimmy approaches the Women. 

JIMMY
Druids?

Ningdoor and Halgrood stop fighting and draw nearer.  A 
nearby SOOTHSAYER (80) dressed in rags interrupts. 

SOOTHSAYER
Fools.  Druids have nothing to do 
with kidnapping.  It be Giants that 
steal your children.

Norgaard walks closer, eyeing her. 

NORGAARD
What interest do Giants have in 
children, Soothsayer?

SOOTHSAYER
They boil them alive and drink the 
broth to gain strength!  The Giants 
prepare for war with the Vikings!

HALGROOD
Shut up, old woman!

NORGAARD
No!  Let her speak.

All attention returns to the old Soothsayer.
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SOOTHSAYER
They will attack.  And soon. I 
speak the truth... Norgaard.

Norgaard looks into the old Soothsayer’s rheumy eyes.

NORGAARD
I believe you. 

The crowd murmurs.  If Norgaard believes, so do they.

SOOTHSAYER
But... There is a Chosen Warrior 
who can lead the rest to victory. 
If he can be found in time.

NORGAARD
Very well.  We shall all assemble 
on the battlefield outside the 
Village.

NINGDOOR
To train for war!

HALGROOD
Giants have no chance against the 
Viking Hordes!

Halgrood and Ningdoor howl battle cries.

NORGAARD
Every male over fourteen is hereby 
conscripted to the Viking Army.  
The Chosen Warrior will reveal 
himself with his prowess for the 
sword, ax and spear.

Norgaard’s proclamation is met with enthusiasm.

SOOTHSAYER
(quietly)

I see something else, of interest 
to a stranger in this village.

Jimmy comes closer.  Only he manages to hear her.

JIMMY
What is it?

SOOTHSAYER
A boy held prisoner by the Giants.  
He is unlike the others.
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JIMMY
A boy?  Someone... like me?

SOOTHSAYER
Yes.  He never closes his mouth.   
Always talking, talking, talking.

JIMMY
That's Billy!  

He grabs Norgaard by the lapels of his large tunic.

JIMMY
Norgaard!  Billy’s been captured by 
the Giants!  I hafta get him outta 
there, right now!

NORGAARD
You can’t, lad.   Jotunheim is far 
too dangerous a place for one with 
no battle experience.

SVEN
You’d never survive.

JIMMY
Would you guys teach me to fight?  
Like a Viking.

SVEN
You, learn the Viking Way?  That 
I’d like to see!

NORGAARD
Looks like I have two young men to 
train for war.  To the battlefield!

EXT. JOTUNHEIM - DAY

A dismal place.  Yellowish fog hangs low.  Pools of molten 
tar burp poison gas.  Everything looks half-dead.

A enormous rock juts up from the ground.  Built on top of the 
rock is a CAGE with bars made of rotting wood.

INT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - DAY

Twenty CHILDREN are huddled inside and crying, except one...

BILLY
Does anybody here know where the 
heck we are?
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The other children ignore him, weeping.  He goes to the bars 
and shakes them hard.  They don’t give.

Billy sees the Giants, thousands of them, on the ground below 
the cage, grunting and moaning.  

EXT. GIANT'S STAGE - DAY

An ocean of Giants part as Galen walks to a STAGE.  The noise 
accelerates to howls.  Galen raises his arms for quiet.

GALEN
Giants, we have stood by long 
enough.

Quiet grunts in agreement.

GALEN
We live among pools of burning tar, 
while Vikings enjoy cool water of 
the river.  Giants eat rotten 
carcasses, while Vikings taste the 
warm blood of slaughtered pig on 
their lips.

Louder grunts.  Galen stirs them up even more.

GALEN
Soon, that will change.  We will 
destroy the Vikings and their Gods 
with a power greater than any in 
the Universe.

The grunts rev up into a frenzy.  Galen holds up the eyeball 
amulet he wears around his neck, for all to see.

GALEN
With Odin's Eye, I call forth an 
army!  Look to the East!

The crowd grunts in confusion.  Galen points left.

GALEN
This way, fools!

The Giants see regiments of blue FROST SOLDIERS, rows of 
them, each wielding a two-handed ice broadsword.

GALEN
Look to the West...

(pointing impatiently)
...that way!
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The Giants see battalions of red FIRE WARRIORS, hundreds 
strong, every fist brandishing a flaming throwing ax.

GALEN
There is more, Giants!  Look up!

EXT. SKIES - DAY

Circling overhead are hundreds of flying SABER-TOOTHED 
TIGERS, with huge leathery wings and heavily spiked, bony 
armor fused to their bodies.  Atop each tiger rides a Giant.

GALEN (O.S.)
With War Cats, we will crush our 
enemies from the sky!

A War Cat drops altitude and hovers, belching a stream of 
fire from its jaws like a flame-thrower.  Giants below 
scatter; some are engulfed in flame and vaporize, shrieking.

GALEN
From now on, there is only one God.  
And it is I, Galen!

The crowd erupts into pandemonium.  Galen revels in his 
glory.  Loki appears, Shimsham wrapped around his torso.

LOKI
(musically)

Oh Galen...

The crowd silences.  Galen turns, reptilian eyes narrowed.

GALEN
Who calls my name but a traitor, a 
Giant who turns his back to live 
with the Gods.  Begone, Loki!

LOKI
Now, now. Is this any way to treat 
your... twin brother?

The Giants in the audience grunt in confusion.

GALEN
No.  Of course not.

To several Giant GUARDS lining the stage:

GALEN
Guards!  Tear my twin brother 
apart!
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The Guards rush at Loki, who morphs into a BAT that flutters 
just out of reach, leaving Shimsham lying on the stage.

SHIMSHAM
Thidekick, Math-ter!  Don’t forget 
the thidekick!

Loki morphs into a huge GRIZZLY BEAR that swipes its paw at 
the Guards.  Shimsham slithers up the Bear’s furry leg.

LOKI-BEAR
Galen, I’ve waited for years to 
betray the God-king!

GALEN
And lived in splendor while your 
brethren had nothing!

LOKI-BEAR
Odin has a secret weapon... a Human 
Warrior who can defeat you.  Only I 
know who he is!

That’s a surprise to Shimsham.

SHIMSHAM
Math-ter, we don't know who...

LOKI-BEAR
(fiercely)

Quiet, you imbecile!

GALEN
Who is this Warrior?  Tell me!

Loki morphs back into his gray-skinned Giant self.  Shimsham 
clutches his torso for dear life.

LOKI
He's bigger than two of you and 
four times as ugly.  I'll crush 
this Warrior like a bug, if you let 
me return to the Giants after your 
victory... 

GALEN
Never.

LOKI
...and I’ll keep quiet about tiny 
weaknesses that even huge Giants 
like us can have.
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Loki taps his forehead knowingly.  Galen grunts.  Steam puffs 
from his misshapen nostrils.

GALEN
So be it, Loki.  Kill this Warrior 
and return to Jotunheim when the 
God kingdom of Asgard is destroyed.  
But do not fail. 

LOKI
Excellent!  Consider him out of 
your greasy, stringy, tangled hair.

Loki drops his chin so only Shimsham hears:

LOKI
Once we’re back home with the 
Giants, I’ll be running this show 
in no time.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

Hundreds of BOYS and MEN assume fighting positions, wearing 
helmets and carrying swords.  Norgaard stands on a tree 
stump, arms raised.

NORGAARD
One of you is the Chosen Warrior 
who will lead us to victory!

Everyone raises their swords and cheers. Sven turns to Jimmy.

SVEN
Prepare to fight!

JIMMY
This sword's too heavy.  I can 
barely lift it.

SVEN
Don't be a baby.  You're using the 
sword I trained with last year.

Norgaard walks by.

NORGAARD
Swords high, young heathens!

Sven snaps into position, snarling.

SVEN
How's my stance, Papa?  See my 
battle snarl?
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Jimmy turns to Norgaard.

JIMMY
How am I ever gonna beat him?  He’s 
twice as big as I am.

SVEN
I’ll spill vile Giant's blood in 
the name of Odin, the Warrior King!

NORGAARD
Quiet, Sven. 

He turns his full attention away from his son.

NORGAARD
Jimmy, the Viking Way is about 
digging deep inside yourself to 
find the strength to conquer your 
enemy, no matter the odds.

SVEN
As long as you never give up!

As if he didn’t hear Sven:

NORGAARD
As long as you never give up. 

Jimmy raises his sword halfheartedly.

JIMMY
Uh, swords high?

NORGAARD
There you go, lad!  That’s...

SVEN
Papa, I...

JIMMY
The Viking Way.  I get it now!

NORGAARD
See that you do, Jimmy!  Carry on!

Sven watches his father's back as he walks away.

SVEN
What about... me?

Bjorn, the bully from the river, walks to Jimmy and Sven.
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BJORN BULLY
(to Jimmy)

Raise your sword, piglet.  I 
challenge you to fight.

Sven grins cruelly.  It’s payback time.

SVEN
(sarcastically)

Jimmy just showed us his fighting 
moves.  I wouldn't be surprised if 
he was the Chosen Warrior himself!

BJORN BULLY
Let's see what kind of man you are.

Stuck, Jimmy raises his sword against the much-bigger boy, 
who whacks at him aggressively, pushing Jimmy back. 

Sven spies a shield on the ground and picks it up.

SVEN
Don’t forget your shield, 
“Warrior”!

Sven throws the shield at Jimmy as hard as he can.  Jimmy 
misses catching it and it bounces off his head.

Everybody laughs.  Jimmy turns red.  He throws his sword down 
by the fallen shield.

JIMMY
You’re all a bunch of idiots.

Everybody watches as Jimmy runs away from the battlefield.

BJORN BULLY
What got into him?

SVEN
Cowardice.  Let’s hope it's not 
catching.

INT. ODIN'S THRONE ROOM - DAY

Odin and Frigg are seated upon their thrones.  Thor paces. 
They see Jimmy running away from the battlefield through 
their transparent stone floor.

THOR
This is our Chosen Warrior?  Are 
you certain, Father?
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A HORSEFLY buzzes around Thor’s head, annoying him.

ODIN
Yes.  He is the one.

THOR
But, he has the heart of a chicken. 
And legs to match!

Thor bats uselessly at the fly, which keeps up its attack.

FRIGG
Perhaps there's another runestone 
out there, dear.  One that hangs 
around the neck of someone... 
taller.

Odin's face burns.  The throne room shakes.  He raises his 
spear as flames rise from around him.

ODIN
No! It is Jimmy who will show that 
beast Galen the cruel reality of 
cold iron and hot vengeance!

Frigg and Thor trade glances.  Clearly not a time to argue.

INT. HALLWAY - DAY

The Horsefly buzzes from the throne room into the hall.  It 
morphs into Loki, complete with Shimsham.

LOKI
Oooh, this is delightful!

SHIMSHAM
Yeth, th-plendid! Th-tupendous!  
Um, why are we tho happy, Math-ter?

LOKI
Old One-Eye has just handed over 
the keys to his kingdom with the 
single utterance of...

Loki inhales deeply to savor the triumph.

LOKI
...the identity of the Chosen 
Warrior.  Jimmy, small and frail, 
cowardly and contemptible.

SHIMSHAM
I knew that'th what you meant!
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LOKI
With the name of the Chosen 
Warrior, he's as good as dead!

EXT. RIVER - DAY

Jimmy runs to the river, hot and angry.  He stops, heaving. 

Jimmy looks up.  Nadian sits on a tree branch.  Even from 
afar, she shines with exuberance.

JIMMY
Who's up there?

Nadian jumps down with gymnastic grace that holds Jimmy 
spellbound...  it’s poetry in motion.  She lands nearby.

JIMMY
Wow.  I've never seen anyone do 
something like that before.

NADIAN
That's because Vikings are 
completely ignorant of their 
surroundings.

JIMMY
Hey! You're the girl who spied on 
me!

NADIAN
I can't help it if you put yourself 
on public display.

Jimmy flushes.  Then he gets mad.

JIMMY
I got enough on my mind without 
being picked on by a girl, even a 
pretty one.  See ya.

Jimmy walks away along the river bank.

NADIAN
Did you say...  pretty?

She follows him.

NADIAN
I wasn't spying on you, Viking.  I 
wanted to see how you were after 
you jumped into the river.
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Jimmy turns to face her.

JIMMY
You saw that?

She nods, shy.

NADIAN
I left you my cloak.

Jimmy's face softens.  He smiles sweetly, sincerely.

JIMMY
Thanks.

Nadian's eyes twinkle.  The bushes rustle.

SVEN
Jimmy! 

Jimmy turns toward Sven.  When he looks back, Nadian's gone. 
Sven carries Jimmy's sword and shield.

SVEN
Why did you run away?

JIMMY
‘Cause you were all laughing at me!

SVEN
You may not be a Viking, Jimmy 
from...  Nowhere, but you better 
start acting like one! 

Sven throws Jimmy's sword and shield at his feet.

SVEN
A Viking never throws his sword 
down.  Keep yours by your side 
every moment you still breathe!

Sven stomps away.  Jimmy sits, head hung.  From high above:

NADIAN (O.S.)
Is that true?

Jimmy doesn't look up.

JIMMY
Just go away. 

Nadian reappears beside Jimmy... so fast, it’s like magic.
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NADIAN
It is true.  You are not a Viking.

JIMMY
Nope.  I’m not big or strong...

NADIAN
Or narrow-minded, or obsessed with 
violence...

JIMMY
Or loyal, or heroic...

NADIAN
Or unwashed.  Or rude.  What you 
are is...  Jimmy from Nowhere. 
That's what the Viking boy called 
you.

JIMMY
Yeah.  Jimmy from Nowhere.

NADIAN
I am called Nadian.

JIMMY
Nadian...  cool name. 

She eyes him.

NADIAN
“Cool”...  is that good?

Jimmy nods, liking her more by the second...

JIMMY
Uh-huh.

...then he snaps out of it. He’s got work to do.

JIMMY
I’m on my way to Jotunheim.  The 
Giants stole my little brother.  I 
have to get him back before...

He makes a slitting motion across his throat.

NADIAN
Those creatures are wicked.   They 
are not likely to give him back 
without a fight.
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JIMMY
Yeah.  Too bad I just flunked 
Viking battle training. 

He picks up his sword and hefts it awkwardly.

JIMMY
I can’t even use this stupid sword 
‘cause it’s too heavy.

Nadian thinks.  Her eyes sparkle with an idea.

NADIAN
The Viking Way leads to failure, 
but the Code of Druids leads to 
victory.  Come.

She takes his hand and takes off, pulling him along.

JIMMY
The Code of Druids?  What’s that?

They arrive at a hollow tree stump.  Nadian climbs in.

JIMMY
We're going... in there?

Nadian pulls him in.  They slide down, down, into the Earth.

INT. NADIAN'S HOME - DAY

Jimmy and Nadian land in a cavern with ceilings fifty feet 
high.   On the wall grows a phosphorescent moss that bathes 
the cavern in a green glow.

JIMMY
Where are we?

NADIAN
Welcome to my home.

They stand up.  Jimmy turns around, astounded.  Enormous 
roots of trees poke through the ceiling of the cavern. 
Underground springs and waterfalls flow everywhere.

JIMMY
It's... beautiful.  And bright as 
day down here!

NADIAN
The glow of the moss provides the 
light we need.  Come.  We have much 
to do and little time.
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INT. NADIAN'S HOME - NIGHT

Jimmy and Nadian both handle longbows.  Nadian nocks an 
arrow.  So does Jimmy, imitating her.  She aims her weapon at 
a makeshift target, a sack of leaves marked with a large “X”.  

NADIAN
The Code of Druids demands absolute 
precision with every shot.

She shoots an arrow, directly into the center of the “X”.  
Then two more, also dead-center.

JIMMY
Precision.  Sure, okay.

He yanks the drawstring and looses the arrow.  It flies wild, 
ricochets off a stalactite, breaks and falls to the ground. 

JIMMY
I’m never gonna get the hang of 
this.  I’m just wasting your time.

NADIAN
Our Code also demands patience.  If 
you don’t give up, the arrow can be 
the deadliest of weapons.

JIMMY
Especially in your hands.  Where'd 
you learn to shoot like this?

NADIAN
My father.  My mother died when I 
was born.

JIMMY
Sorry. 

NADIAN
So was he.  That his only child 
wasn’t a son.  So I became better 
at shooting arrows than any boy 
could.

JIMMY
I’ll bet your father’s proud of you 
now.

NADIAN
He still believes only a son could 
be his rightful heir.
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JIMMY
Too bad he can’t see what I can.

NADIAN
What is that?

Jimmy can’t swallow.  Nadian's eyes light with electricity. 

JIMMY
Uh... nothing.  Forget it.

He feels blood in his cheeks.  Her breathing shallows.

NADIAN
Tell me.  Please.

JIMMY
You’re just awesome.  That’s all.

NADIAN
Awesome.  Is that... cool?

He moves closer to her.  She lets him.

JIMMY
Uh-huh.  It’s very cool.

EXT. FOREST FLOOR - NIGHT

A ragged gash is ripped into the Earth.  Sounds and sights of 
hell erupt from the gaping wound.

A HELLHOUND emerges, a black Dog-man that crawls on all 
fours, followed by legions of flying SPIDER-BATS, creatures 
conjured from the bowels of the Earth.

They spread across the ground like cancer.  The Hellhound now 
walks on two legs.  The forest shakes with every step he 
takes.

INT. NADIAN'S HOME - NIGHT

Everything shakes violently, breaking their moment.  Jimmy 
and Nadian hear the sounds of hell unleashed and spring up.

JIMMY
What the heck’s going on up there?

NADIAN
I will go.  Stay here.
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JIMMY
Shouldn’t I come, too?

She stops him by gripping his arm.  She means it.

NADIAN
No.  If there’s danger above, you 
are not ready to face it.

Nadian, with her bow and quiver of arrows, leaves the cavern.

EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT

The Hellhound and Spider-bats attack, spawning pandemonium.

INT. NORGAARD'S HOME - NIGHT

From a rack, Sven grabs his sword and shield. Norgaard grabs 
his sword and straps another in a scabbard across his back.

NORGAARD
Where’s Jimmy?

Sven tosses him a shield, which Norgaard expertly catches.  
The two instinctively know what the other needs to prepare 
for battle.

SVEN
He ran away, Papa.  He’s a coward!  
It is my honor to fight beside you.

NORGAARD
No.  You must stay here to protect 
your Mother and the young ones.

Inge gathers the terrified Klagg and Sklagg around her.

INGE
Sven knows his duty.  So do I.

(to Sven)
Go.

NORGAARD
Inge, are you sure?

Inge nods "yes".  The twins shake their heads "no."  When 
they see Inge is nodding, they slowly follow suit.

Norgaard leaves out the door.  Sven follows, after tenderly 
bending his head to let Inge kiss him on the cheek goodbye.
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EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT

Nadian scrambles up a tree and shoots arrows in quick 
succession, one after another.

NADIAN
(to herself)

I have no mercy for the wicked.

INT. NADIAN'S HOME - NIGHT

Jimmy picks up the runestone off his neck and talks into it 
like a walkie-talkie.

JIMMY
Hey, Odin, come in! I need you... 
right frickin’ now! 

Odin appears, red-faced, flames gathering at his feet.

ODIN
Impudent child! I cannot help you!

JIMMY
Why the heck not?  You stole my 
brother to get me here.  I deserve 
to at least know why!

The flames under Odin’s feet grow as he angers, lighting the 
cavern.  Jimmy winces at the heat, but he stands his ground.

The flames die down as Odin sighs audibly.

ODIN
Every time I interfere with the 
lives of Humans, I feed the chaotic 
power that fuels my enemy.  

JIMMY
Great.  What am I supposed to do?

ODIN
Find my stolen eye.  It alone has 
the power you’ll need to save your 
brother.  Retrieve it from the 
Giant Galen... and I will grant a 
single wish.

JIMMY
Really?  Anything I want?

Another earthquake ravages the cavern.  A howl from faraway 
sounds like it’s getting closer.  Jimmy’s panicked.
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JIMMY
Okay, I’ll find it!  But what about 
now?  Nadian needs me!

ODIN
Focus on what you do best.

Odin disappears.  Jimmy picks up his sword, wields it 
awkwardly.  Throws it down.  He spies the arrow he shot 
earlier lying on the ground, shaft broken.  He picks up the 
pieces. 

JIMMY
What I do best, huh?

He plucks the arrowhead from the shaft and affixes it to the 
shorter fragment with feathers attached.  He makes another 
and assumes his dart-throwing position.

JIMMY
Focus.  Just... focus.

The makeshift dart hits the target dead-center.  Another 
follows immediately after, right in the bull’s eye.

Jimmy’s eyes gleam.  A grin spreads across his face.

EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT

Jimmy watches the carnage wrought by the Hellhound.  The 
Hellhound moves toward him, the distance closing fast. 

Jimmy's pulls out his darts and throws one at the Hellhound.  
It hits the creature's arm.  It roars and stomps closer.

Jimmy readies another dart in his hand, but the Hellhound's 
too close.  Jimmy loses his nerve and runs away, terrified.

EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT

Nadian pulls another arrow from her quiver, one with a large 
silver head adorned with barbs.  It sparkles in the darkness.

NADIAN
Earthmother Spirit, please do not 
fail me.

INT. BLACKSMITH SHOP

Jimmy watches through a crack in the door and winces.
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EXT. VILLAGE

Nadian shoots the arrow, which finds the center of the 
Hellhound's chest.

The trees around shudder as energy is drawn from them into 
the body of the Hellhound.  Snarling and spitting, the 
Hellhound crumbles to dust.

LATER THAT MORNING

The aftermath.  Tendrils of smoke rise from damaged 
buildings.  The ground is littered with dead Spider-bats.

Norgaard and Sven, dirty, bloody and exhausted, walk towards 
the blacksmith shop as the door opens.  Jimmy emerges.

SVEN
Look who leaves the shop without a 
wound to show for this battle!

Norgaard grabs Jimmy by the neck, lifts him off the ground.

NORGAARD
You cowered in fear whilst we 
fought within an inch of our lives?

JIMMY
No! I... fought just like you guys 
did!  Honest!

SVEN
With no sword?

JIMMY
That sword you gave me was too 
heavy.  So I made these.

Jimmy shows his darts to Norgaard.  Norgaard takes one.

JIMMY
They're darts.  You throw 'em.

Sven's eyes narrow; he’s not buying it.  Neither is Norgaard, 
who shakes the rascal.  Jimmy sees Nadian nearby.

JIMMY
Wait!  I... I saved that girl.  
Killed the monster before it was 
gonna eat her!

(calling out)
Nadian!  Come here!
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Nadian sees Jimmy held high by Norgaard with Sven's sword 
drawn.  She comes closer, suspicious.

JIMMY
Tell Norgaard how I fought the 
monsters and saved your life!

Jimmy winks maniacally.  Norgaard is perplexed.

NORGAARD
Got something in your eye, boy?

Nadian gets it.  Her acting is as wooden as the trees around 
her.

NADIAN
Jimmy saved me from the evil 
monsters.  He is so brave and 
strong.  I owe him...  my life.

Nadian drops her head, ashamed.  Oblivious, Jimmy beams.

JIMMY
See? 

A woman, INGRID, runs down the street, screaming.

INGRID
The Giants stole my little boy! 
They’ve taken the others, too!

Norgaard drops Jimmy.  He and Sven look at each other.

SVEN AND NORGAARD
Klagg and Sklagg!

Together, they turn and run toward home.  Jimmy and Nadian 
share an awkward moment.  Neither speaks.  Then:

JIMMY
Thanks for sticking up for me.

More uncomfortable silence.

NADIAN
You made me lie for you.  Without 
my word, I am nothing. 

He moves closer, takes her hand.

JIMMY
Nadian, I just...

She pulls away.
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NADIAN
Goodbye, Jimmy from Nowhere.  You 
should go back where you came from.

And just like magic, she’s gone.

EXT. NORGAARD'S HOME - DAY

Norgaard and Sven see Inge lying by the front door, sobbing.  
The door is busted open, hanging from its hinges.

Norgaard lifts Inge from the ground and holds her close as 
she continues to cry into his heaving chest.

INT. NORGAARD'S HOME - NIGHT

Inge sits by the fire, staring into it.  Jimmy kneels by her.

JIMMY
I’ll find them all.  Billy, Klagg 
and Sklagg.  I promise.

Inge reaches out and brushes aside some of Jimmy's bangs that 
have fallen in his face, like his Mom did once.  He lets her.

INGE
Rescue my boys.  Bring them home.

JIMMY
I will, Mom.

Jimmy's shocked at his slip of the tongue.  Inge smiles.  
Norgaard throws open the door and bellows:

NORGAARD
Jimmy!  Sven!  Rise up, Heathens!

Jimmy and Sven both spring to their feet.

JIMMY
Norgaard, I'm going to the Land of 
the Giants.  Tonight.

NORGAARD
We all are, lad.  But, you'll need 
these for our travels.

Norgaard holds out his fist.  Clutched in it are weapons.

There are six dagger-darts, each 8 inches long.  Each has a 
flat metal blade that ends in a needle-sharp point.  Boar 
bristles are fused to the shaft to aid in flight.  
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Jimmy is awestruck.

JIMMY
They're... amazing.

Norgaard hands them to Jimmy, plus a leather belt with six 
sheaths, one for each dart.  Jimmy buckles it around him. 

SVEN
What did you bring for me, Papa?

NORGAARD
Nothing, Sven.  You're skilled with 
the sword you have and need no 
other.

SVEN
(crushed)

Yes, Papa.

NORGAARD
Tonight, we leave for Jotunheim!

EXT. FOREST FLOOR - NIGHT

Jimmy, Sven and Norgaard walk along a dirt path. Ffffft!  An 
arrow flies and lands in the dirt in front of them.

SVEN
Hey!

Norgaard quickly draws his sword, Sven draws his.  Nadian 
jumps off a high branch and lands, bow in hand.

NADIAN
Where are you going in the dark of 
night?  

JIMMY
Nadian!

SVEN
Halt, Druid!  Move a muscle and 
I'll cleave you in two!

NADIAN
By the time you try it, Viking, 
I'll shoot three arrows through 
your black heart.

Nadian leaps back, nocking an arrow.  Norgaard and Sven 
advance, swords first.  Jimmy stands between Vikings and 
Druid.
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JIMMY
Wait a minute!  She’s my friend!

NORGAARD
Friends?  With a Druid? 

SVEN
Impossible!

Jimmy shields everybody... from each other.  Nadian aims her 
arrows through Jimmy.  The Vikings poke at her through him.

JIMMY
Nadian, stop it! 

(to Norgaard)
She saved my life!  She saved your 
entire village, too!

Norgaard stops.  Sven doesn’t, until Norgaard holds him back.

NORGAARD
What say you? 

JIMMY
She killed that monster when it 
attacked, not me.  She’s the hero.

NORGAARD
How could one Druid girl save us?

Jimmy turns to her.

JIMMY
Show ‘em your stuff, Nadian.

Jimmy picks four apples off the ground and tosses them in the 
air.  Nadian somersaults and launches arrows in a flash, 
impaling each apple to a different tree.  Sven’s awed.

SVEN
By Odin's Eye...

NORGAARD
A deadly shot, she is.

Norgaard lowers his sword.  Sven and Nadian follow suit. 

NORGAARD
Miss Nadian, we are off to the land 
of the Giants.  Jimmy's brother and 
my young sons are in serious peril.
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JIMMY
We can use a good bowman, er, bow-
person against the Giants.  Right, 
Norgaard?

NORGAARD
I... suppose we could.

SVEN
Papa!  How can we ally with her?  
Vikings and Druids are sworn 
enemies!

JIMMY
We need all the help we can get, 
right?

Norgaard nods thoughtfully.

SVEN
Very well.  But I will not trust 
her to watch my back.

NADIAN
And I will not trust him to watch 
mine.

SVEN
Fine.

NADIAN
Fine, yourself.

INT. LOKI'S DEN - NIGHT

Loki sits at a banquet table filled with food.  He grabs 
plates and hurls them angrily.  As each plate leaves the 
table, another magically appears in its place.

LOKI
Curse my worthless minions of evil!  
A little push-back from the Vikings 
and they crumble to dust!

Shimsham slithers among the food on the table, eagerly 
devouring whatever morsels Loki throws his way.

SHIMSHAM
(munching wildly)

Worthleth ith an underth-tatement, 
Math-ter.

(with mouth full)
(MORE)
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If you want thomething done right, 
you have to do it your-thelf!

Loki stops throwing food.  Shimsham's jaws snap at the air.

LOKI
Of course.  If I want something 
done right, I have to do it myself!

INT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - DAY

Billy looks up to the top of the gate that imprisons him and 
the other children.  Way up high, he sees a latch securing 
the gate closed.

He jumps as high as he can, trying to grab the latch.  He’s 
about ten feet too short to hit the mark.

Children watch him, frightened, perplexed.  Two boys emerge 
from the huddled crowd and stride to the strange jumping boy.

SKLAGG
Sklagg and Klagg, sons of Norgaard 
the Rambunctious...

KLAGG
...at your service.

Klagg hops nimbly upon Sklagg’s shoulders.  He stretches as 
high as he can toward the latch that keeps the gate closed. 
They’re still four feet shy of success.

Sklagg jumps to gain height and makes himself and Klagg 
topple over.  The twins grin sheepishly as the dust settles. 

Billy can’t help but grin back.

EXT. FIELD - DAY

The Heroes--Jimmy, Sven, Norgaard and Nadian--walk through 
the grass.  Nadian stops.

NADIAN
Wait.  I hear something.

SVEN
You're just looking for an excuse 
to rest.

NADIAN
I don't need an excuse for 
anything.

SHIMSHAM (CON'T)
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SVEN
Druids live underground so they can 
sleep all day.  Everyone knows 
that.

NADIAN
Vikings show how foolish they are 
every time they open their big, 
foul-smelling mouths.

The ground shakes like an earthquake.  Jimmy and Sven turn to 
see coming over the ridge...

SVEN
Stampede!

EXT. REINDEER STAMPEDE - DAY

Loki rides on one of thousands of ZOMBIE REINDEER, with blood-
red eyes, twisted antlers and fire belching from their 
nostrils.  He stands on its back, holding the antlers as he 
whoops evilly.

FIELD

Jimmy looks around him... flat as far as the eye can see.

NORGAARD
Nothing stops a reindeer stampede!

SVEN
There's nowhere to go!

REINDEER STAMPEDE

Loki laughs maniacally.  Shimsham hangs on for dear life.

SHIMSHAM
I'm going to... looth... my lunch 
in a motht unbecoming way!... 
Maaaath-terrrr!

FIELD

Norgaard draws his sword and stands in fighting position.

NORGAARD
Then strong as an oak I’ll stand, 
until I am no more!
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Sven follows suit, drawing his sword.

SVEN
I’ll bark with laughter as I’m torn 
limb from limb!

Nadian takes three arrows from her quiver and nocks them.

NADIAN
I shall not be uprooted!  Take me, 
Earthmother Spirit!

Jimmy grits his teeth.  Then he gets an idea.

JIMMY
That’s it!

REINDEER STAMPEDE

Loki’s Zombie Reindeer are within a hundred feet.

FIELD

Jimmy and Sven each stand on Norgaard’s broad shoulders.

NORGAARD
What is this nonsense?

SVEN
It’s madness, Papa!

Jimmy extends his arms as he wraps his foot around Norgaard’s 
neck to keep his balance.

JIMMY
We’re makin’ a tree, get it? 
Norgaard, don’t move an inch!  
Sven, stretch out your branches!  
Nadian, hop up here and make us 
taller!  Be a tree!

All at once, everyone understands.  Nadian jumps atop the 
tree.  She, Jimmy and Sven stretch arms as far as they can.

REINDEER STAMPEDE

The Reindeer stampede is within a ten feet of the Heroes.
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FIELD

Norgaard shuts his eyes as the stampede approaches, yet 
remains unyielding.  The Zombie Reindeer stampede 
instinctively splits at the “tree." Norgaard opens one eye.

NORGAARD
By Odin’s Eye, it’s working!

Suddenly, the dirt below them swirls to life.  To their 
surprise, the Heroes are pulled completely underground.

REINDEER STAMPEDE

The stampede batters the ground where the Heroes once stood.

LOKI
If I need it done right, I do it 
myself!  Me... and ten thousand of 
my Zombie Reindeer friends!

INT. CAVERN - DAY

The Heroes sink from the ceiling and land with a thud on the 
ground in a cavern lit with luminescent moss.

A TALL FIGURE stands shrouded in a thick brown cloak, head 
covered with an enormous hood.  Fifty similar DARK FIGURES 
surround him.  Norgaard shakes off the fall.

NORGAARD
Good news.  We've not been crushed 
under the hooves of thousands of 
crazed reindeer.

Jimmy looks around.  Sees the Dark Figures gathering.

JIMMY
Too bad.  Being crushed by crazed 
reindeer seems like a really good 
idea right now.

Sven spies his sword lying nearby.  He inches toward it...

SVEN
We’ll cleave them all to pieces... 
right, Papa?

The Dark Figures simultaneously pull bows from their cloaks, 
each with sharp, tri-pointed arrows aimed at our Heroes.
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NORGAARD
Better to wait.  Without moving a 
whisker, I’ll add.

Nadian stands, brushes herself off and walks briskly by the 
armed Dark Figures, who aim their arrows at her.

JIMMY
Nadian!

NORGAARD
Stop!  Those arrows mean business!

Nadian strides toward the Tall Figure, pushing the arrows of 
the Dark Figures out of the way as she goes.

NADIAN
So do I, Viking.  So do I.

She stops in front of the Tall Figure.

NADIAN
We had matters well in hand... and 
needed no help from you!

From within the hood, a deep, resonant voice...

TALL FIGURE
What I saw was a hopeless plight. 
You were moments from death. 

NADIAN
Then you saw nothing!  The stampede 
spared us because we used our 
heads.

The Dark Figure, KYLEM (50), pulls down his hood.  He has 
long white hair and a pale, handsome face.  He wears a heavy 
silver chain around his muscular neck.

KYLEM
A Viking’s head serves only as a 
slow, witless target.  Stand aside 
so we may finish them. 

Kylem raises his hand.  The Dark Figures pull back their 
drawstrings.  Norgaard grips his sword and whispers:

NORGAARD
Now we’ll cleave them to pieces, 
may Odin help us.
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NADIAN
These Vikings seek children stolen 
by the Giants.  I’ve given my 
promise to help.  By the Code of 
Druids, I remain loyal to it.

KYLEM
The Code of Druids does not include 
Vikings! 

Nadian pulls an arrow from her quiver and nocks it.  She 
slowly, deliberately aims her arrow at Kylem’s chest.

NADIAN
Without my word, I am nothing. 
Isn’t that what you taught me... 
Father?

Jimmy, Norgaard and Sven all exchange looks of surprise. 
After a tense moment, Kylem lowers his hand and orders...

KYLEM
Bows down.

The Dark Figures lower their bows.  Nadian does the same. 
Jimmy, Norgaard and Sven sigh audibly with relief.

NADIAN
The Code also says when you invite 
guests to your home, you must offer 
them food and rest.

KYLEM
I have invited no one.

NADIAN
Yes, you have.  When you pulled us 
underground...

KYLEM
...to save your life, not theirs!

NADIAN
Nevertheless.  We are all now your 
guests... and must be treated as 
such.  Follow me.

Nadian walks confidently out of the cavern.  Kylem directs 
the Dark Figures, who look to him for approval.

KYLEM
You heard the princess.  Move out.
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The Dark Figures begin to file out of the cavern.  Jimmy, 
Norgaard and Sven exchange looks of shock.

JIMMY, NORGAARD & SVEN
Princess?

KYLEM
I am Kylem, ruler of the Druids. 
According to Princess Nadian, you 
are now my guests. So get on your 
feet.

INT. CAVERN - DAY

The narrow passageway opens into a gigantic cavern.  Glowing 
moss grows on the walls.  Subterranean springs feed fountains 
from which grow lush gardens full of flowers.  Music plays.

SVEN
What magic is this, that I see the 
Netherworld while I still breathe?  
Or have I died?

NORGAARD
And am I damned because it looks so 
beautiful to me?

NADIAN
You're neither dead nor damned.  
Not yet, anyway.  Behold...

Nadian stops in front of a low banquet table filled with 
delectable food and opens her arms wide.

NADIAN
Druid hospitality.

NORGAARD
As I've never seen such delicious 
food in all my days, I surely must 
have died.

SVEN
Even Odin's table in Valhalla 
cannot look better than this.

JIMMY
I'm starved.  Let's eat!

Jimmy moves down the line to take the place next to Nadian at 
the far end of the table.  Before he gets there...  Sven sits 
beside her, taking the place Jimmy wanted.
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SVEN
Don't mind if I do.

Jimmy goes toward the other seat beside her, only to have it 
occupied by Norgaard.

NORGAARD
I'm so hungry, I'll eat anything 
that doesn't jump out of the way.

Jimmy tries to sit down the line, but each seat is taken by 
others until he is shuffled to the end of the table beside 
PUSTAGROOT (50’s), an unfortunate old Druid covered with open 
sores.

PUSTAGROOT
Welcome to the "other end" of the 
table, lad.  I don't get much 
company down here.  The name's 
Pustagroot.

Pustagroot sneezes a wet one into his hand and onto an 
enormous turkey leg, which he offers.

PUSTAGROOT
Care for a bite?  There is plenty.

JIMMY
Um, I’ve lost my appetite.  It just 
got up and walked away.

Pustagroot notices Jimmy's disgust and laughs.

PUSTAGROOT
Do not worry.  These sores will 
clear up in a few days, I think.  
But the rash I had yesterday... 
now, that was contagious!

Jimmy looks down the table to see Nadian, flanked by Norgaard 
and Sven, smiling.  He fumes.

PUSTAGROOT
This place is a breeding ground for 
fungus in all my moist places...

Pustagroot throws his diseased leg on to the table.

PUSTAGROOT
...and let me show you what’s 
growing between my toes! 

Nauseated, Jimmy holds his chin in his hands.  Pustagroot 
scratches himself insanely, moaning with pleasure.
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At the other end of the table, Norgaard tears ravenously into 
a turkey leg as he shoves potatoes into his mouth.  Sven 
leans closer to Nadian and mumbles.

SVEN
Thank you.

NADIAN
What's that you say?

SVEN
I said, thank you.  For sharing 
your table.

NADIAN
Didn't know a Druid was capable of 
such civility?  Or perhaps you 
thought we would just “stick a 
knife in your back and steal your 
boots.”

Sven is surprised she’s quoted him exactly, then he blushes.

SVEN
I guess... there are a few things 
about Druids I did not know.

Nadian turns and sees Jimmy at the other end, looking dismal. 
Pustagroot shows him something growing from his hairy armpit.

SVEN
You were ready to die with us-- for 
us-- because of your promise. 

NADIAN
Nothing-- and no one-- can make me 
break my word.  That is the Code of 
Druids.

SVEN
Aye.  That is also the Viking Way.

Nadian glances back over at Jimmy’s side of the table and 
sees his place vacated.  She stands. 

NADIAN
Keep alert, Viking.  We may find we 
have more in common than you think.

She smiles at him kindly, walks away.  Sven says dreamily:

SVEN
I will... Nadian.  I will.
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INT. CAVERN - DAY

Jimmy walks purposefully, a grim look on his face.  From 
behind him, Nadian tries to catch up.

NADIAN
Jimmy!

JIMMY
Just leave me alone.  I’ll find 
Billy myself... once I get out of 
this stupid cave.

She yells at his back.

NADIAN
You’re going the wrong way!  That 
path leads deeper underground.

He stops.  Turns around and walks toward her, embarrassed.

JIMMY
Oh.  I knew that.

Suddenly from around the corner, two gelatinous green 
tentacles snake around Jimmy’s torso and yank him into 
another cavern.

Nadian screams her loudest to alert the Druids.

NADIAN
The Turpox attacks!  Come quickly! 

INT. CAVERN - DAY

Kylem and his Soldiers hear Nadian and quickly abandon the 
table.  Sven turns to Norgaard.

SVEN
Turpox?

From the other end of the table, a little old Druid man with 
open sores digs his finger in his ear as he replies:

PUSTAGROOT
A beast that wanders our caverns, 
searching for any living morsel. 
Best go quickly.
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INT. CAVERN - DAY

Nadian, Kylem and his SOLDIERS shoot arrows at the Turpox, a 
monstrous cross between an octopus and lime Jello.  It uses 
jelly-like tentacles to pull Jimmy toward its toothy maw.

KYLEM
Why do our arrows have no effect?

DRUID SOLDIER
It’s grown immune to our poison!

NADIAN
Father!  Do something!

Kylem ventures closer.  A gluey tentacle slaps onto his chest 
and yanks him toward doom.  Nadian and the Soldiers continue 
the attack.  Behind them, Norgaard roars--

NORGAARD
Make a path, Druids!  Vikings 
coming through!

The Druid Soldiers part; Norgaard and Sven walk through, 
confidently drawing swords from their scabbards.

NORGAARD
Hack away and slash all day...

SVEN
For that is The Viking Way!

They reap mighty vengeance on the Turpox; its appendages are 
chopped off one by one.  Sven lands a vicious sword slash 
dangerously near Jimmy’s upper thigh.

JIMMY
Hey!  Watch out with that thing!

Sven smirks as he hacks.  The injured Turpox releases its 
prey, withdraws into the caverns.  Jimmy and Kylem retreat, 
panting with exhaustion.  Nadian runs into Jimmy’s arms.

Sven sees this; scowls.  Kylem, too.  Nadian pulls away from 
Jimmy and turns to her father, who holds his arm gingerly.

NADIAN
You are hurt.

KYLEM
It is but a small wound.

She takes his arm and examines it.  She’s almost bubbly.
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NADIAN
The Turpox had no chance against 
the Vikings, did you see?  I would 
say their ways work better than 
ours... sometimes.

Kylem yanks his hand away, attracting everyone’s attention.

KYLEM
Coming from one who should rule the 
Druids in my place one day, I 
consider that treason.

NADIAN
Father I didn’t mean to...

KYLEM
Take your Vikings and go to 
Jotunheim, if you must.  But I see 
nothing ahead for you but doom.

NADIAN
That’s the problem with seeing 
everything from a hole in the 
ground, Father.  You always miss 
what’s most important.

She shoulders her bow, beckons to Jimmy and the Vikings.  The 
Heroes file out of the cavern.  As he passes Kylem:

NORGAARD
I love Druid hospitality.  Druid 
gratitude... is another matter.

INT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - DAY

Billy, Klagg and Sklagg stand at the entrance of the cage, 
looking through the bars at the creatures below.

KLAGG
What are they doing?

Billy watches the Giants throw dead pieces of wood under 
large iron cooking pots as they grunt with delight.

BILLY
Doesn’t look good, whatever it is.

A Druid boy and girl, LARZAN (10) and MAYLA (8), wear small 
brown cloaks.  They approach the entrance of the cage and 
watch the Giants with the others.
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LARZAN
(quietly)

Those pots are meant for us.

BILLY
The Giants aren’t gonna eat us, are 
they?

LARZAN
Of course not.  They’ll just boil 
us alive, then drink the broth...

MAYLA
...so there’s enough of us to serve 
them all.

Billy’s eyes go wide.

BILLY
That... sucks.

SKLAGG
I feel sorry for the Giants. 

Billy turns, perplexed. Even Larzan and Mayla are surprised.

BILLY
Why?

SKLAGG
When our father comes, there won’t 
be one left standing.

KLAGG
I’m sure he’s on his way to save 
all of us.  Yours, too.  Right, 
Billy?  

The twins look up to the older boy.  Billy tries to sound as 
reassuring as he can.

BILLY
Yeah.  That’s what dads do.

He turns away.

BILLY
Big brothers, too, I hope.

He looks through the bars at the overcast sky.
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EXT. MOUNT BEOWULF - DAY

Two huge MOLES break through the ground at the foot of a 
mountain, by sign that reads "MOUNT BEOWULF."  Our Heroes 
gasp, as if coming up from under water.  Jimmy is exhilarated 
as he brushes dirt from his hair.

JIMMY
Wow! Whatta ride!

Nadian scratches a Mole behind its ears. 

NADIAN
Thank you, my friends.  We won’t 
forget this kindness.

The Moles nod before turning and crawling back underground.

EXT. MOUNT BEOWULF - DAY

The Heroes walk up a trail that leads up the mountain.

VOICE (O.S.)
Brave warriors!

Norgaard sees a beautiful WOMAN mounted on a white stallion.  
Her gown is white, helmet silver, spear adorned with 
feathers.  Her long blond hair is tied in braids.

NORGAARD
Hello there, maiden!

The Woman beckons them.  Norgaard and Sven draw nearer.

NADIAN
Vikings, be wary of anyone we meet 
on this wretched mountain.

NORGAARD
Nonsense.  This nymph is far too... 
beautiful to mean us harm.  
Norgaard the Rambunctious, at your 
service.

SVEN
And I'm Sven the... well, it's just 
Sven for now.  But someday...

WOMAN
We have been sent by Odin to help. 
Come ride with us.
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NORGAARD
We?

Behind the Woman, there stand three other WOMEN, all 
identically clad.  It’s a matched set of four.

NORGAARD
If Odin wishes it...

SVEN
It must be good.

Norgaard and Sven go.  Jimmy passes Nadian as she hesitates.

JIMMY
Riding horses will get us there 
faster.  Let's go.

NADIAN
Jimmy, wait.  Please.

Norgaard and Sven choose with which woman they will ride.  

NORGAARD
(dreamily)

Four beautiful strangers, each 
riding a strong white stallion.

SVEN
(stoned)

What could be wrong with that?

Norgaard mounts the Woman #1’s Horse and sits behind her.  
Sven climbs aboard Woman #2’s Horse.

NORGAARD
Although I seem to remember a 
warning of old...

Norgaard blinks hard, trying to fight the fog in his head. 

NORGAARD
...alluring women on horseback 
are...

(his eyes pop open)
VALKYRIES!

SVEN
Wha... ?

NORGAARD
Valkyries escort fallen warriors to 
the Afterlife!  But fair women, we 
are not dead yet!
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Woman #1 turns her head to face Norgaard.  Her skin melts to 
reveal a hideous skeleton, still with long blond braids 
attached to the skull.

WOMAN #1
You soon will be, warrior.

She lets out a bloodcurdling scream. 

The other three Women turn into Skeletons armed with bows and 
arrows, tatters of white gowns still hang off their ribcages.  
Sven’s horse rears and he falls off. 

NADIAN
Behind the rocks!

Jimmy rolls off the path; Nadian rolls the other way.  They 
drop behind large rocks.  Nadian fits an arrow into her bow.

Jimmy peeks over the rocks and sees Valkyries descending on 
Sven and Norgaard, both on the ground, defenseless.

JIMMY
Nadian, hurry!

Nadian lets four arrows fly in quick succession before 
dropping back.  Jimmy peeks over the rock and sees:

The Valkryie has all four arrows stuck in her ribcage.  She 
screams, her skeletal jaw opening wide like a ventriloquist's 
doll. 

NADIAN
My arrows can't stop them!

Nadian ducks as a Valkryie looses a volley of arrows at her. 
Jimmy looks down at the leather belt fastened around his 
waist.  It holds the darts Norgaard made for him.

JIMMY
My darts can.

He pulls one out of its sheath.  The thin blade and sharp tip 
sparkle in the sunlight.  Jimmy readies the dart in his 
fingers.  No, that’s not gonna work.

JIMMY
I need more power.

He grips the dart differently, with his whole fist.  He aims 
and hurls the dart with all his might.

It flies like a rocket.  Fast as an arrow, heavy as a spear.
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The Valkryie fits her bow with another arrow.  Suddenly, the 
dart flies in and buries itself deep into her shoulder bones, 
causing her arm to sever and drop.

Her skullish face is surprised.  A second dart hits and 
knocks her skull clean off.  It lands in the dirt and 
screams.

Jimmy grabs more darts, one in each hand.  He squints like 
Eastwood and chews on a blade of grass.  He approaches the 
Valkyries who attack Norgaard and Sven.  

JIMMY
Good-night, Ladies.

EXT. MOUNT BEOWULF - DAY

Four screaming skulls with long blond braids are lined up in 
the dirt.  Jimmy throws an animal skin over them, muffling 
their screams.  Norgaard and Sven walk to him.

NORGAARD
Jimmy, you saved our lives.  Didn't 
he, Sven?

Sven scowls.

SVEN
I guess.

NORGAARD
Thank you.  You are learning the 
Viking Way.  I...

Norgaard searches for the words to express how he feels.

NORGAARD
...am proud of you.

Sven can’t believe his ears.  Those words, for Jimmy?

JIMMY
You... you are?  Really?  Thanks.

Jimmy extends his hand.  Norgaard pauses, extends his own 
hand in a HANDSHAKE, perhaps the first one ever.  They smile.

Jimmy sticks his hand out to Sven, who looks like he wants to 
spit on it.  But he doesn’t.  He just walks away, furious.
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INT. LOKI'S DEN - DAY

Loki paces back and forth in his den, wringing his claws.

LOKI
Curses!  That vile Jimmy defeated 
the Turpox, and now my lovely 
Valkyries fall to him!  I'm 
slipping.  I need to get my groove 
back.

SHIMSHAM
Let'th plot our next attack over 
thith scrumptiouth dinner, Math-
ter.  This th-pread looks tho 
appetizing!

Loki grabs Shimsham by the neck and yanks him nose-to-nose.

LOKI
For all the food you cram into that 
sputtering, blabbering flytrap of 
yours, can’t you spit out one 
useful thing?

Loki squeezes Shimsham’s neck tighter and tighter.

LOKI
(enunciating through 
gritted teeth)

Just... one... useful... thing.

SHIMSHAM
Great Loki, merthiful God of 
trickery!  Useful thingth don’t 
come eathy to thome of uth!

LOKI
Trickery... that's it!  Why bust my 
horns plotting the downfall of my 
enemies when I can turn them 
against themselves!  Come, 
Shimsham!

SHIMSHAM
Perhapth we could wrap thome of 
these delicacies to take with 
uth...

Loki and Shimsham disappear.
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EXT. MOUNT BEOWULF - DAY

The Heroes walk along a rocky trail leading upward.  Jimmy 
and Nadian in front, Sven and Norgaard bringing up the rear.

Sven feels something strange in his back pack... something's 
moving around in there.  He stops.  Norgaard objects.

NORGAARD
No resting, Sven.  We must reach 
the top of this accursed mountain 
by sundown.

SVEN
I need to fix my pack.  It will 
take just a moment. 

NORGAARD
(gruffly)

If you must.  But tarry no longer.

Norgaard keeps walking.   Sven drops his pack on the ground.  
When he opens it, out pops Loki, a foot high, dressed in full 
Viking battle gear, with Shimsham squirming about his torso.

LOKI
Could you take it easy on the pack, 
kid?  I'm getting jumbled around in 
there.

Sven yanks his sword out of its scabbard.

SVEN
Wh-who are you?

LOKI
Me?  I’m the little warrior you 
carry around that reports to Odin 
whether you are living the Viking 
Way... or not.

SVEN
You are?  So, how am I doing?

LOKI
To be candid, it’s not looking 
good. 

SHIMSHAM
Thub-thtandard, you might thay.

SVEN
But I've always followed the Viking 
Way!
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LOKI
Your marks were exceptionally high, 
once.  That is, until Jimmy came on 
the scene.

Sven’s eyes narrow to slits.

SVEN
Jimmy.

LOKI
Seems he's been taking all your 
father's attention.  Finding it 
hard to keep up, are you?

SVEN
No!  

LOKI
A real Viking would challenge him, 
but you... well, just muddle 
through the best you can.  We’ll 
let Odin decide your fate.

SHIMSHAM
Thuch a pity. 

Sven’s panicked at the thought.

SVEN
What would you do if you were me, 
warrior?

LOKI
Me? I wouldn't let Jimmy take 
another thing away from me.  I'd 
even the score by taking something 
that he wants.  Like the girl.

SVEN
Nadian?

LOKI
Why should Jimmy have all your 
father's pride and her love as 
well?  It doesn't seem... fair.  
Does it?

Loki disappears in a poof of smoke.  Sven grits his teeth.

SVEN
No.  Not fair at all.
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EXT. MOUNT BEOWULF - NIGHT

The sun sets.  Norgaard reaches the highest point first and 
surveys the valley on the other side of the mountain.

Gnarled trees grow, with jagged gray rocks and clumps of ice.  
A reek fills the air from bubbling pools of molten tar.

NORGAARD
Ahead lies Jotunheim. Drop your 
packs and rest a moment before we 
continue.

Nadian drops her pack and sits on the ground. Jimmy follows, 
sitting right next to her. 

Annoyed, Sven sits on Nadian’s other side, almost on her lap.

JIMMY
Sven, stop crowding us.

SVEN
It's you who crowds us.  Find 
someplace else to rest!

NADIAN
You both stay here.  I need a piece 
of ground that is mine alone.

Nadian stands and walks away.  Jimmy turns to Sven and 
whispers angrily.

JIMMY
What's your problem?  Why are you 
always getting in the way?

SVEN
It is you who are in the way!  
Nadian has the heart of a Warrior.  
Only a true Warrior will ever earn 
her love.

JIMMY
You're whacked.  Nadian would never 
love you.  Not in a million years.

Sven stands, hands curled into fists.

SVEN
I am not whacked, whatever that is.  
Enough babbling, you scrawny 
chicken.  Stand and fight!

Jimmy stands quickly, not caring anymore that Sven’s bigger.
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JIMMY
Never a better time than right 
frickin’ now!  Bring it on!

Norgaard gets between them, grabbing each by the collar.

NORGAARD
You come all this way to free our 
children from Giants.  Turn against 
each other and they have no hope!

Sven pulls himself together.  So does Jimmy.

SVEN
When Klagg and Sklagg are safe, you 
and I will settle this score.

JIMMY
Once I get Billy back, I'll be 
waitin' for you, ya wanna-be Viking 
goofball.

EXT. MOUNT BEOWULF - NIGHT

The fire is mere embers.  Jimmy stares into it, surrounded by 
a sleeping Norgaard, Sven and Nadian.  He looks at his 
runestone again.  Sees the interlocking triangles in the dim.

JIMMY
Look in the center, what do I see? 
When all work together, the power 
of three.

(sighing)
Stupid rock.

Norgaard’s deep voice interrupts from behind him.

NORGAARD
How can a rock be stupid?  Just 
misunderstood, perhaps.

Norgaard sits up, scoots closer to the fire.

NORGAARD
The symbol on your runestone.  Do 
you know what it means?

JIMMY
No.  I’ve been tryin’ forever to 
figure it out.

NORGAARD
Ah, yes.  So have I. 
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Norgaard lifts the sleeve of his shirt.  On his beefy bicep 
is a tattoo... the same three interlocking triangles that 
Jimmy has on his runestone necklace.

NORGAARD
Odin’s Knot is also his greatest 
secret.  Each of us must discover 
it in our own way.  For me, it’s 
taken a lifetime.

JIMMY
I got news for you.  Even Odin 
doesn’t know what it means.  I’ve 
asked him.

Norgaard laughs as loudly as he dares.

NORGAARD
As have I, many times.  Such a 
treasure can’t be given up so 
easily... what’s the value of that?

He warms his hands by the glowing coals. Jimmy imitates him.

NORGAARD
We know only what our fathers have 
told us, and no more.  The rest we 
must discover on our own. 

JIMMY
Yeah.  It’s tough.

Norgaard looks over at Sven, snoring softly.

NORGAARD
Sven is well on his way.  He’s a 
fine boy.  And one day, he’ll make 
an extraordinary man.

JIMMY
You should tell him.  I think he 
needs to hear that from you.  

Norgaard grows uncomfortable; mushy’s not his style. 

NORGAARD
He does?

In the distance, heavy drums begin to beat in the night.  
Norgaard stands, busies himself kicking dirt over the embers.

NORGAARD
Well, perhaps another day.
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Sven and Nadian stir in their places. 

NORGAARD
Wake up, young warriors.  It’s time 
for us to pay the Giants a visit.

EXT. MOUNT BEOWULF - NIGHT

Jimmy, Norgaard, Nadian and Sven sneak to a ledge under the 
cover of darkness. 

EXT. ROCKY LEDGE ABOVE JOTUNHEIM - NIGHT

Each head pops up one by one.  In the distance, Jimmy sees 
Galen on his stage, surrounded by thousands of Giants.  
Around Galen’s neck he wears the eyeball amulet.

JIMMY
That’s Odin’s Eye.

GIANT'S STAGE

Drums beat a steady rhythm.  Galen holds his hands up and the 
drumming stops.

Built upon the jagged rocks above the stage is the wooden 
cage that holds the kidnapped children.

GALEN
The night has come for our victory.  
Behold, Human children for 
tonight’s Blood Feast!

The torches around the stage flare brilliantly, illuminating 
the dirty, terrified faces of the young captives.

ROCKY LEDGE

Sven nudges Norgaard.

SVEN
(whispering)

I see Sklagg and Klagg.

JIMMY
(whispering loudly)

And there's Billy!

NADIAN
Shhh.
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A blue ICE SCORPION skitters along a rock by Jimmy's hand.  
It assumes an offensive stance, stinger-tail poised to 
strike.  Jimmy sees it.

JIMMY
Uh-oh.

Jimmy's hand twitches.  The scorpion stings.  Jimmy tries to 
conceal the pain, then screams:

JIMMY
Ow!

GIANT'S STAGE

Galen raises his hands again.  Silence falls over the crowd.

GALEN
I heard a sound that does not 
belong among Giants.

ROCKY LEDGE

Jimmy holds his hand, which throbs painfully.

JIMMY
(whispering)

Sorry.

SVEN, NADIAN AND NORGAARD
Shhh!

GIANT'S STAGE

Galen stands, head cocked to listen.

GALEN
Hmmm.  It was nothing.  Perhaps.

ROCKY LEDGE

The Heroes breathe a sigh of relief.

JIMMY
(trying to be quiet)

Something bit me.

NORGAARD
We must move before we're 
discovered...
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GIANT GUARDS appear at both ends of the rocky ledge, 
obstructing our Heroes’ escape.  The Giant Guard carry heavy, 
tooth-studded clubs.

Nadian jumps like a cat, lands on a ledge above and pulls out 
her bow.  Norgaard and Sven yank out their broadswords.

NORGAARD
Come not a step closer, you demons!

Norgaard fights off four Guards at once.  A Giant Guard clubs 
him on the head.  Knocked silly, Norgaard is captured.

Nadian shoots arrows from above.  Two Guards throw bolas with 
rock weights at her.  One set wraps around her waist; the 
other wraps around her feet, binding her completely.

Sven fights off more Guards.  By swinging his sword in wide 
arcs, he keeps them at bay.

Jimmy drops on all fours.  He sees a hole in the rock and 
crawls toward it.  The Giant Guards close in.

SVEN
Where are you going?  Come back!

The Guards descend on Sven.   He weakens.  Jimmy escapes 
through the hole without looking back.

SVEN
Jimmy, you cursed traitor!

The Guards fall on Sven and disarm him.

INT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - NIGHT

The Giant Guards shove Sven, Norgaard and Nadian inside the 
cage.  Sklagg and Klagg look up.  Their eyes brighten.

KLAGG AND SKLAGG
Papa! Sven!

The family embraces.

NORGAARD
Perhaps Jimmy's outburst was 
destiny.  It reunited us.

Billy hears Jimmy's name and walks closer.

BILLY
Jimmy’s my brother!  Is he here for 
me?
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SVEN
Jimmy's here, but for no one but 
himself.  Coward.

Billy looks up at Norgaard, who nods sadly in agreement.  
Billy drops his head, shocked and disappointed.

EXT. ROCKY LEDGE - NIGHT

Jimmy runs.  He trips on loose rocks, falls, slides ten feet 
and groans.  He looks behind him; no one follows.  All he 
hears is the distant sound of the Giants’ drums.

He picks himself up, panting in the darkness.

INT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - NIGHT

Nadian spots the Druid children, Larzan and Mayla.  As she 
approaches, their dirty faces brighten when they see her.

LARZAN
Thank the Earthmother Spirit! 

MAYLA
Princess Nadian!  Have you come to 
save us?

NADIAN
It is time for us to save each 
other.  Walk with me and listen 
carefully.

Nadian takes each child by the hand and leads them away from 
the others.

EXT. GIANT’S STAGE - NIGHT

Galen gazes into a bonfire as it burns.  Loki appears, 
Shimsham writhing across his torso.

LOKI
Galen, I know you hate to be 
interrupted when you're crushing 
your enemy to dust, but this can't 
wait.  Your prisoners...

GALEN
...are in my cage, waiting to be 
fed to my armies.  You've nothing 
to fear, so grumble elsewhere.
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LOKI
No, brawny brain.  You don't have 
all the prisoners.  Jimmy, the 
Chosen Warrior, has escaped you!

GALEN
Did you not promise to destroy this 
“Chosen Warrior” yourself?

Loki looks uncomfortable.  Shimsham does, too.

SHIMSHAM
That kid ith th-lippery!           
Th-eriously!

LOKI
Lure him out with something... or 
someone he loves, Galen.  And I 
know just who in your cage will 
make him squirm the most!

GALEN
(to the Guards around him)

Set the boiling pot afire!  We have 
our Blood Feast to prepare!

Galen and Loki both laugh maniacally, and it’s clear how much 
like brothers they really are.

EXT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE

Four Giant Guards yank Billy, Klagg, Sklagg and Nadian from 
the cage.  Norgaard and Sven try to fight, but are pushed 
roughly to the ground.

As Nadian leaves, she tosses a small leather pouch to the 
Druid children inside.  Larzan catches it.

NADIAN
Remember what I've taught you.  Do 
not delay.

EXT. GIANT’S STAGE - NIGHT

Billy, Nadian, Klagg and Sklagg are tied up and hang by a 
rope above a huge cauldron of boiling liquid.  The Giants in 
the audience whoop and lick their chops.

The torches blaze.  The drums thump.  The end draws near.
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INT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE

Larzan opens the pouch that Nadian gave him and pours seeds 
into Mayla's trembling little hand.  

She scatters them outside the cage.  They fall into the nooks 
and crannies of the rocks below.  The children kneel and 
chant an incantation with urgent, hushed melodic voices.

EXT. ROCKS - NIGHT

Hiding, Jimmy watches the stage.  He grabs his runestone and 
talks into it. 

JIMMY
Odin, come in.  Please.

Nothing.  Then he looks up into the sky. Pleads.

JIMMY
I’m begging you.  I need help. 
Somebody.

His whisper grows hoarse with desperation.

JIMMY
Why does everyone bail on me... 
right when I need you the most?

Out of the shadows walks Frigg, dressed as if Nature was her 
designer, flora and fauna forming an exquisite mantel around 
her.  She’s serene, more ravishing than ever.  Jimmy is awed.

JIMMY
W-who are you?

FRIGG
Some call me Frigg.  Some call me 
by my other name... Earthmother 
Spirit.

JIMMY
Hey, I know your biggest fan.  Her 
name’s Nadian.  

FRIGG
I know the Princess of the Druids.  
I also believe... she is much more 
than that to you.

JIMMY
Yeah, I guess she is.
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Her serenity withers as Frigg wrings her hands nervously.

FRIGG
I may unleash both the powers of 
Chaos and the wrath of Odin by 
telling you this, but I see no 
other way!

Jimmy doesn’t like the sound of that.

JIMMY
Maybe I’m better off not knowing...

FRIGG
Nadian is more than a girl.  She 
is... your past.  Without her, you 
would not be. 

JIMMY
Huh?

Serenity evaporated, she grabs him and shakes him roughly by 
the shoulders. 

FRIGG
If Nadian dies, you will not exist! 
Billy will also never be.  Am I 
clear?

She lets him go, composing herself.  He realizes what that 
means as he shakes off dizziness.

JIMMY
Oh, god. She’s my great-great-
great...

FRIGG
You haven’t much time.  Every word 
I breathe to you leads us closer to 
disaster.

Jimmy looks like he’s ready to fall apart.

JIMMY
I’m scared.  If I screw it up, 
we’re all gonna die...

She smiles.

FRIGG
You are also of Viking blood, 
Jimmy.  You’ll never truly die.
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JIMMY
Viking blood?  I am?  That means...

Frigg reaches out, touches his bangs with her fingertips, 
brushes them off his face.  Her fingers feel soft.

FRIGG
Only you can bring Druids and 
Vikings together.  Go discover why, 
before it all fades to nothing. 

Frigg disappears in a pink mist, leaving him alone.  Jimmy 
grits his teeth and emerges from his hiding place.

INT. ROTTED WOOD CAGE - NIGHT

Sven shakes the bars so hard he makes himself dizzy.  He 
turns to Norgaard.

SVEN
Jimmy left his brother and us for 
dead.  You can't deny it anymore.

NORGAARD
Yet, I can't help thinking he will 
turn this around... somehow.

SVEN
Papa!  You defend him, even at my 
expense!

Sven grabs his father’s shoulders, grips him firmly.  
Norgaard never realized how strong his son had become.

SVEN
Why do you wish Jimmy was your son 
instead of me?  Why?

Embarrassed by his emotion, Sven drops his hands and turns 
away.  Norgaard sees his error.

NORGAARD
Sven, I never meant...

A deep rumbling erupts from the back of the cage, as if a 
monster spawns within the rocks below.  Norgaard and Sven 
stare at each other, wide-eyed.

NORGAARD
Was that you, boy?

Sven shakes his head "no", wildly.
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INT. GIANT’S CAGE - IN THE BACK - NIGHT

Larzan and Mayla peek through the bars.  A great green vine 
with large silvery leaves grows quickly from the rocks. 
Larzan and Mayla beckon the plant to grow toward them.

INT. GIANT’S CAGE - IN THE FRONT - NIGHT

Sven and Norgaard run to the back of the cage, tripping as 
the rock rumbles and cracks with the growth of the vine.

INT. GIANT’S CAGE - IN THE BACK - NIGHT

Sven and Norgaard arrive where Larzan and Mayla stand.  The 
vines have reached the bars of the cage.

NORGAARD
Are you two performing this magic?

Larzan and Mayla nod enthusiastically.

LARZAN
But we can control the Savage Vines 
for only a short time!

The vine slithers into the cage, growing thicker between the 
bars.  The bars bend open large enough for Norgaard to 
squeeze himself through.  Sven follows.

EXT. GIANT’S STAGE - NIGHT

The hostages dangle helplessly above the pot.  The Giant 
Guards man the ropes, lowering them closer to the fire.

GALEN
Lower them slowly into the boiling 
broth.  Let our morsels feel their 
delicious fate one inch at a time!

The prisoners reel from the pounding drums, the flaming 
torches, the terrible Giants, the blistering heat.

BILLY
If I'm gonna wake up from this 
dream, now would be a really great 
time to do it!

SKLAGG
I'm afraid it is no dream, Billy!
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KLAGG
Sklagg!  Can we still sit at Odin's 
table in Valhalla if we’re boiled 
to death?

SKLAGG
I don't think so!

KLAGG
That's not fair!

Jimmy appears on the stage. He yells powerfully.

JIMMY
That ain't gonna do, is it, guys?

BILLY
Jimmy!

NADIAN
Jimmy!

KLAGG AND SKLAGG
Jimmy!

GALEN
This tiny whelp is the Chosen 
Warrior?

EXT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - NIGHT

Norgaard practically trips over several swords casually stuck 
between the rocks.  He grabs two.

NORGAARD
Thank Odin the Giants see no folly 
in storing a prisoner's weapons 
near his cage.

Sven grabs his broadsword and hefts it high.

SVEN
Praise the great Odin!

EXT. GIANT'S STAGE - NIGHT

Galen rubs his claws with pleasure as he watches the 
prisoners inches away from boiling in the pot.

GALEN
My fish has nibbled the bait!  And 
what a runt he is!
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Above, vines spring violently from the rocks.  Galen notices.

GALEN
Guards!  Cut those vines down!

Jimmy sweats, feels panic.  Looks around.  Sees his brother, 
Nadian, Klagg and Sklagg.  They need him, now or never.

JIMMY
Here goes... everything.

Jimmy runs full speed toward a vine, jumps and grabs it.  He 
swings toward the cauldron and kicks it over.

The tipped cauldron spills all over the stage.  The Guards 
recoil from the boiling broth, dropping the ropes that 
suspend the prisoners, who fall to the stage.

Jimmy hops quickly across.  He pulls a dart and uses its 
blade to cut the ropes.  He unties Billy. 

BILLY
I knew you’d come.  I just knew it.

JIMMY
Can’t let my lil’ bro down, can I? 
I mean, not anymore.

He unties Nadian.  As she’s released, she falls into his 
arms, closing her eyes.  It looks like he’s leaning over to 
kiss her, but...

...he just gives her a stiff platonic hug.  The look on her 
face shows it wasn’t what she expected.

JIMMY
Thank god you’re okay.

She knits her brow, like, “Is that it?”   From above...

NORGAARD
Jimmy!

JIMMY
Norgaard!  How do we get up there?

NADIAN
Leave that to me!

Nadian utters an incantation.  The vines growing from the 
cage above grow downward towards them.  Jimmy grabs it.

JIMMY
Guys!  Climb up this vine, pronto!
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Sklagg and Klagg scramble up the vine; Billy hesitates.

BILLY
No way am I going back up there.

With fire in his eyes:

JIMMY
Billy, get your butt up that vine!  
NOW!

Billy gets his butt up that vine.  When Jimmy turns, he sees 
Nadian is in the clutches of a Giant Guard.  She struggles.

JIMMY
Nadian!

NADIAN
Go!  I can take care of myself!

JIMMY
I know you can.  But friends help 
each other out.

Jimmy pulls out another dart.  He rolls in a somersault, 
stabbing the Giant's foot.  The Giant drops Nadian, who 
springs to her feet and kicks the big goon in the nuts.

The Giant moans on the ground.  Jimmy grabs Nadian’s hand.

He climbs.  Nadian follows.  More Giants grab at her ankles.

The Giants climb the vines, which have now sprouted hundreds 
of orange flower buds the size of ping-pong balls.

Norgaard, Sven and twenty CHILDREN who have escaped the cage 
wait at the top of the rock.

EXT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - NIGHT

Jimmy reaches the top of the rock, outside the cage.

NORGAARD
We need to escape before the Giants 
climb those vines!

BILLY
Look over there!

Billy points to a fenced area a hundred yards away.  Within 
are ten War Cats, growling and clawing, jaws snapping in the 
air, leathery wings folded across their backs.
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BILLY
Those saber-tooth tigers can fly. 
We saw them!

Jimmy looks in the distance, can’t believe his eyes.

JIMMY
We'll climb down the vines on the 
other side and get to that corral.

Norgaard turns to Larzan.

NORGAARD
Boy, you said you can only control 
the vines for a short time.  What 
happens then?

LARZAN
That's when they feed, of course.

Norgaard, Jimmy and Sven are perplexed.  They all look down 
at the Giants climbing the vines.

EXT. GIANT'S STAGE - NIGHT

The Giants are half-way up the vines when the grapefruit-
sized buds shake... something inside them tries to escape.

Each bud bursts into a brilliantly colored blossom with a set 
of razor-sharp teeth.  The flowers mercilessly consume the 
Giants climbing on them.  

The grunt-like screams of the doomed Giants are unnerving.

EXT. ROTTING WOOD CAGE - NIGHT

NORGAARD
Hurry down the other side, before 
those vines sprout teeth as well!

Norgaard, Jimmy, Nadian and Sven run to the other side of the 
rock that supports the cage.  The vines run down to the 
ground.  Each is filled with orange, tennis-ball sized buds.

NADIAN
The flowers will bloom at any 
moment!

JIMMY
C'mon you guys!  Up the tempo!
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Jimmy herds Billy, Klagg, Sklagg and twenty Children down the 
vines.  Norgaard, Sven and Nadian climb quickly down to help 
the kids on the ground.  

The buds on the vines have grown to the size of grapefruits.

NADIAN
Jimmy, hurry!

With the last child halfway down the vine, Jimmy climbs on to 
it as well.  The orange buds all around him shake wildly.

SVEN
I can't watch.  He doesn’t deserve 
to die like that.

A bud pops open right in front of Jimmy's face.  It's 
beautifully-colored petals stretch outward as its teeth 
gleam.  He hears the thing growl.

JIMMY
Crud on a cracker!

Without hesitation, Jimmy grabs a dart from its sheath and 
uses its blade to chop the flower off at the stalk.  The 
decapitated flower falls helplessly to the ground.

As Jimmy climbs down, the buds open one by one... and are 
chopped off the vine.  He jumps the last few feet to the 
ground and stuffs the dart back in its sheath, satisfied.

EXT. WAR CAT CORRAL - NIGHT

The Heroes arrive with their rescued charges.  Inside, a herd 
of WAR CATS stand.

KLAGG
The Giants said a War Cat will only 
obey one who holds the power of 
life or death over it.

SKLAGG
They will kill anyone else who 
tries to ride them!

NORGAARD
We have to try.  Come, Sven.

Norgaard and Sven lift their swords and run to the War Cats.  
The Cats rear up and threaten the Vikings with fiery breath 
and sharp talons swiping the air.
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Norgaard thrusts with his sword... but just for a moment, 
fear flashes across his weathered face.  He’s scared.

The largest War Cat sees Norgaard’s weakness.  It slashes him 
across the chest, leaving a huge gash.  Sven helps his father 
retreat, the elder holding the shoulder of the younger.

SVEN
You’re bleeding.  How bad is it?

NORGAARD
Not bad.  Well... not good either, 
truth be told.

Norgaard falls to one knee in pain.  The gate to the corral 
opens.  Galen and his Guards lumber towards the group.

SVEN
Stay here, Papa.

NORGAARD
Sven, no!

The Giants make their way across the corral.  Sven walks to 
the War Cats, which growl and snort.  His eyes narrow as he 
lifts his sword.  No hesitation, NO FEAR.

SVEN
Hear this, wretched beasts!  
There's not one of you I won't 
slay, if you don't carry us all to 
safety.

The Cats spew flaming breath and claw the air, trying to 
intimidate Sven, who slashes the largest Cat across its 
chest.  Blood flows.  Sven points his blade at the Cat.

SVEN
Especially you.

Sven keeps his gaze dead on the Cat until it bows its front 
haunches low.  The other Cats do the same.

Everyone runs to the bowing Cats.  Norgaard sees the Giant 
Guards approach and puts his hand on Sven’s shoulder.

NORGAARD
Sven, wait.

Sven turns around quickly.
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NORGAARD
A father has never been more proud 
of his son than I am of you.  You 
truly know the Viking Way.

SVEN
Papa, we need to get out of here!

NORGAARD
I won't make it home.

SVEN
I'm not leaving without you!

NORGAARD
You must.  I have something to tell 
you, words you must pass on to your 
eldest child one day.

Norgaard leans closer and whispers in Sven’s ear.  Sven looks 
perplexed.

SVEN
What does it mean?

Jimmy mounts a War Cat with Billy, Nadian, Larzan and nine 
rescued Children behind him.  He yells out:

JIMMY
Norgaard, Sven, c’mon!

Norgaard draws a broadsword.

NORGAARD
All of you, go!  I have a date to 
sit with Odin at his table!

Norgaard draws another broadsword he stashed behind his back. 
Now, both his fists hold sharp blades.

NORGAARD
Two swords for twice the fun.  
Valhalla, I am coming!

Sven mounts the largest War Cat, the one he slashed across 
the chest, the one that mortally injured Norgaard.  He leans 
near its ear and growls:

SVEN
For sparing your life, you’ll serve 
me forever.  Betray me, and I’ll 
show you a Viking’s wrath.

The War Cat nods, submissive.
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SVEN
Let’s fly.

Sven’s War Cat takes off, the others following.  The Giants 
catch up to Norgaard, who engages them in fierce battle.  
Both swords blur as he battles ten Giants at once.

EXT. SKIES - JIMMY'S WAR CAT - DAY

The sun rises as Jimmy pilots his War Cat, his brother and 
the rescued kids holding on for dear life.  His face is 
grave.  He grits his teeth and digs his heels in.

EXT. SKIES - SVEN'S WAR CAT - DAY

Sven pilots his Cat with Sklagg, Klagg, Mayla and seven 
rescued Children aboard.  Klagg and Sklagg look down at 
Norgaard's struggle, excited.

KLAGG
How's Papa going to escape after he 
slays those Giants, Sven?

A tear escapes down Sven's face.  He angrily wipes it away.

SKLAGG
Yes!  Tell us of his plan! 

Below, as the Giants finally overwhelm Norgaard...

KLAGG
Sven?  What’s wrong?

...the Viking blacksmith’s booming laugh can be heard for 
miles before it quiets forever.

EXT. JOTUNHEIM - DAY

Galen is surrounded by his Guards.  Loki floats nearby.

GALEN
Launch the attack!  Unleash the 
Frost Soldiers and the Fire 
Warriors!  War Cats, take to the 
air!

LOKI
Whoo-hoo!  Let’s get this party 
started!

Through gritted, yellow teeth:
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GALEN
Kill every Viking.  Every one. 
Leave no one alive.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

An army of Giants with studded armor march in columns;  they 
carry razor-sharp axes, morning stars with huge spiked balls 
and exotic pole-arms.

Battalions of Frost Soldiers brandish their ice swords as 
they march; regiments of Fire Warriors twirl their flaming 
battle axes in unison.  The unholy army is on the move.

Squadrons of War Cats, with their armored Giant pilots, take 
to the air in formation, in hot pursuit of war.

EXT. SKIES - JIMMY'S WAR CAT - DAY

Billy rides behind Jimmy, clutching his waist tightly.

BILLY
Jimmy, how did we get here...

JIMMY
It was my fault.  The necklace Dad 
gave me was special.  When I broke 
my promise to him, you took the 
heat.  Sorry.

BILLY
I'm... sorry I got so mad at you in 
the locker room.   I didn’t mean 
what I said--. 

JIMMY
It’s okay.  We’re cool.

Jimmy looks behind him and sees Galen, leading a squadron of 
Giants on War Cats in the distance.  Jimmy yells:

JIMMY
Sven!

SVEN
Leave me alone!  Bad luck follows 
wherever you go!

JIMMY
Right now, bad luck's following 
both of us!
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Sven quickly looks behind him and understands.

SVEN
What... what should we do?

JIMMY
Follow me!

SVEN
No!

JIMMY
You hafta trust me, Sven!  Please!  
There's no other way!

Jimmy starts to descend.  After a moment,

SVEN
Oh, Crud on a cracker!

Sven follows.

EXT. FROZEN LAKE - DAY

Jimmy lands his War Cat close to a cluster of dead trees.  
Sven lands his Cat and hops off.  Nadian, Billy, Klagg, 
Sklagg and the other Children dismount and gather around.

JIMMY
You kids, go find tree branches as 
tall as yourselves and as thick as 
your arm.  Hurry!

BILLY
How come?

JIMMY
We're getting ready for the face-
off.  Now get going!

Billy, Klagg, Sklagg and the Children disperse.

SVEN
Arming children with sticks against 
the Giants is ridiculous!  We'll 
never win!

JIMMY
Sven, don't underestimate us.  Let 
the enemy do that.

Nadian runs to Jimmy.
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NADIAN
I have no bow.  I will be useless 
in battle.

JIMMY
That’s not true.  You carry much 
more than your bow as a weapon.

NADIAN
What else can I use?

JIMMY
Giants are slow.  I've never met 
anyone who's as light on their feet 
as you.  It's... beautiful.

She steps closer, swooning.

NADIAN
I am?  I mean, it is?

He stops her.  Holds her at arm’s length.

JIMMY
Wait.  There’s something I have to 
tell you.  Right now.

NADIAN
What’s wrong? 

He opens his mouth to tell her when:

GALEN (O.S.)
I hope I’m interrupting something. 

Jimmy looks up to see Galen leading a force of fifty fully-
armed GIANT SOLDIERS.  They stomp onto the ice.  It really 
shifts the mood.

JIMMY
Hold that thought, Nadian.  I gotta 
take out the trash.

Jimmy looks behind him.  Billy, Klagg, Sklagg and the other 
Children have returned, each carrying a long stick.

BILLY
We're back!  What do we do now?

GALEN
So, Jimmy from No-One-Cares, are 
you finished running away?
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JIMMY
Yup.  I’m through running away.  
And it feels pretty good. 

Galen reaches for Odin’s Eye around his neck, aims it.

GALEN
Soon you’ll be nothing but dust.

A lightning bolt fires from the amulet.  Jimmy jumps out of 
the way, heaving, struggling for an idea...

JIMMY
Everybody knows Giants can’t beat 
Humans without magic!  It’s 
impossible!

GALEN
I don't need magic to crush you, 
pup!

JIMMY
Prove it, Jerkwad!  I’m gonna bust 
your grill!

Galen looks momentarily confused by the slang, then angers 
more as he draws his wickedly spiked club.

GALEN
And I'll pound you into powder so 
your friends see what’s in store 
for them!

Jimmy turns to his brother, the cadre of children behind him.

JIMMY
Time to tear up the ice, Svenson!

Sven leans closer to Nadian.

SVEN
Jimmy's gone completely mad.

Nadian sadly nods in agreement.  Billy looks at his brother. 
Their eyes lock. 

JIMMY
Get it?

Billy looks down at the tree branch in his hands.

BILLY
He's not crazy.  He's telling us... 
we're playing... hockey!
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JIMMY
Slide on the ice and use your 
branch to hit the puck!

NADIAN
What is a puck?

JIMMY
Comin’ right up!

Jimmy pulls out a dart from his belt and clamps it between 
his teeth.  He stalks Galen, nimbly side-stepping blows.

He somersaults.  Lands behind the Giant.  Scrambles up 
Galen's back, climbing his spine.  Nimbly cuts the amulet's 
cord at Galen's neck.

Galen shrieks in anger.  Bucks violently.  Jimmy flies off.  
The amulet quietly slips from Galen's neck to the ice of the 
frozen lake.

BILLY
Jimmy!  Heads up!

Billy throws the branch; it arcs gracefully.  Jimmy grabs it 
in midair, perfectly.  Time to get in control.  Jimmy slides 
to Odin's Eye and picks it up.

JIMMY
Galen, you dope!  Look what I got!

Galen registers surprise, reaches to where the amulet should 
hang around his neck.  He rages and charges toward Jimmy.

Billy and the children slide on the ice.  When Galen almost 
reaches Jimmy:

JIMMY
Billy, it's yours, bro!

Jimmy shoots the amulet across the ice toward Billy, who 
receives it and slides around.

BILLY
Sven, comin' atcha!

Sven awkwardly lunges and gets the amulet, almost falling.

GALEN
Get that Eye, you idiots!

Galen's Soldiers slip and slide on the ice to pursue Sven.
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NADIAN
Sven!  Don't use a Viking's 
strength!  Think of yourself as 
a...

SVEN
...a Druid, light on my feet!

He crouches, lowering his gravity, gaining control.  He slide-
skates quickly, pushing the amulet with his stick.  He hands 
it off to Nadian.  She skates between two Giants who collide.

NADIAN
This is... fun!

She shoots the puck back to Jimmy.  The Giants are clumsy 
slugs compared to the agile Humans on the ice.

Loki appears beside Galen.  He’s panicked.  Shimsham shakes 
with fear.

LOKI
These Humans make fools of the 
Giants!  Is this what I should 
expect to come home to?

Galen turns to Loki, shaking with rage.

GALEN
Loki, you have no home with us! 
When I win this war, I’ll strip you 
of your powers before I throw you 
to fester at the bottom of a tar 
pit!  And Shimsham will make a 
tasty snack!

Galen grunt-laughs.  Loki loses color in his face.  Shimsham 
writhes over him in a frenzy.

SHIMSHAM
Math-ter! Thay it ithn’t so!  Thuch 
an unthatithfactory retholution!

LOKI
That... changes things, Galen.  It 
really does.

Galen hammers his club down on Loki’s head, but Loki 
dissipates in a gray, dirty smog.  Billy skates nearby.

BILLY
Jimmy, I'm open!
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Billy slips on the ice and wipes out.  Galen sees him and 
stomps closer to the fallen boy. 

Jimmy sees Billy's terror.  He drops his head, sees the 
runestone necklace around his neck.  It glows hot red. 

JIMMY
Look in the middle, what do you 
see?

From across the ice, Sven hears what Jimmy says and YELLS 
ALONG WITH JIMMY:

SVEN
When all work together, the power 
of three!

Jimmy’s shocked.  Sven races to him, skidding on the ice.

SVEN
My father told me to remember that, 
before he died.

Loki appears by Jimmy, floating a few feet above him.

LOKI
Galen has a soft spot, a secret 
hidden from all but his brethren.  
Hit it with enough power and you’ll 
destroy him.

JIMMY
Who the heck are you?

LOKI
Never turn your brother into your 
worst enemy, for he knows all your 
weaknesses.  And I know Galen’s.

With that, Loki disappears.  Galen snarls, raises his club.  

Jimmy sees... Odin’s Knot, three interlocking triangles, 
APPEAR ON GALEN’S FOREHEAD.

JIMMY
In the center, I see... Everything.

Odin’s Knot turns into... A TARGET, with concentric circles. 
Like a DARTBOARD.

Jimmy sets up the puck.  He corkscrews his body and uses the 
tree branch to execute the Svenson-Slap-Shot.  As usual, it 
goes high and wild...
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...directly toward Galen, who watches it sail right at him.

The puck HITS Galen in his gray forehead, VAPORIZING him 
instantly in a fiery explosion.  Droplets of Galen rain down.  

The Giant Soldiers around him look perplexed.  They start 
howling, low and feral.  Disorganized and furious.

The rescued Children on the ice cheer.  Jimmy, Nadian and 
Sven watch as Druid and Viking kids embrace and pat each 
other’s backs for a job well done.  Together, as friends. 

Across the ice, Odin appears, mounted on his 8-legged steed.  
Frigg and Thor appear on horseback too, equipped for war.

Loki approaches, horns drooping with dread.

LOKI
Try to remember we’re all one big, 
happy family, Odin!

FRIGG
Why did you ever adopt Loki?  He 
has brought nothing but trouble!

ODIN
The Runes of Lore foretold that one 
day Loki would help save the world.    
I just didn’t know how.  So I 
adopted the Giant as a boy to keep 
an eye on him.  Even I have 
wondered for eons what he has to do 
with the power of three.  Now I 
understand.

FRIGG
Please tell me, before I burst!

ODIN
The power of three is when Gods, 
Humans and Giants work together.  
Loki told Jimmy the right spot to 
strike Galen with my eye.

THOR
But no Gods would tempt Chaos by 
intervening in the lives of Humans 
or Giants!  Would they?

Frigg bows her head, ashamed.  So does Odin.

FRIGG
Forgive me, Odin.
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ODIN
How can I not?  We both helped our 
Chosen Warrior find what he needed 
within himself. For interfering, I 
am just as much to blame. 

Odin points his spear at Loki.

ODIN
As are you, mischievous cur. 

The color drains from Loki’s face.  Time to face facts.

LOKI
Okay, playing on both teams didn’t 
pay out.  Guilty as charged, 
Father. 

ODIN
Then... you are forgiven as well.

Frigg and Thor are shocked with disbelief; so are Loki and 
Shimsham.

FRIGG, THOR, LOKI AND SHIMSHAM
Forgiven?

ODIN
You are naughty, Loki, but you are 
also my son.  So you’ll be pardoned 
for your misdeeds... this time.

A little color rushes back to Loki’s face.

LOKI
Really?  Super!

SHIMSHAM
I’m th-peechleth.  Thimply         
th-tupefied. 

LOKI
Well, then.  Shimsham and I will 
get back to the castle and catch up 
with you later.  Let us know how 
this ends, won’t you? 

SHIMSHAM
I can hardly wait for thupper!

ODIN
Oh, no.  You’re going where you 
won’t cause any more trouble for a 
long, long while.
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Odin points his spear at Loki and Shimsham.  It crackles.

LOKI
uh-oh.

SHIMSHAM
We’re th-crewed.

A lightning bolt strikes Loki, causing his twisted horns to 
stand out from his head.  Shimsham feels it, too.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

Another blast from Odin's spear gouges a hole in the Earth.  
Loki and Shimsham fall into it.  Thor throws his shield on 
top, sealing the hole.  Loki pounds on the shield.

LOKI (O.S.)
Let me out!  I’m... afraid of the 
dark!

ODIN
I’ll check on you, in a thousand 
years or so.

Odin rides off, Frigg and Thor following him.

LOKI (O.S.)
Hello?  Anybody there... ?  I feel 
a chill... Hold me, Shimsham...

SHIMSHAM
Not unleth you’re therving thome 
thnacks, thucker!

EXT. FROZEN LAKE - DAY

Jimmy, Nadian, Sven and Billy stand on the ice.

BILLY
Is it... over?

JIMMY
Not by a long shot.

(pointing)
Look.

Around the Frozen Lake, from every horizon, Giant Soldiers 
approach, thousands of them.  The Frost Soldiers hold their 
ice swords high, signaling readiness.  The Fire Soldiers 
fully ignite as they twirl flaming axes in both hands.
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SVEN
We still have drive those creatures 
from Viking Lands.  Even without 
Galen, they threaten us all.

JIMMY
Just one thing I gotta do first.

Jimmy gently takes Nadian’s face in his hands. 

JIMMY
I have to show you this way. 
Otherwise you’ll never understand.

Both close their eyes a moment as he kisses her lightly on 
the lips.  She opens her eyes, realizing, there’s no “spark”.

JIMMY
See?  We weren’t meant to be.  Not 
like we thought, anyway.

She looks into his eyes, searching for a reason.

NADIAN
It is clear to me.  I understand,  
although I’m not sure why.

She closes her eyes.  Jimmy turns and puts his hand on 
Billy's shoulder.

JIMMY
I wanna fight with Sven and Nadian, 
Billy.  You with me?

BILLY
Right behind you, big bro. 

JIMMY
Let’s give these Giants the butt-
kicking they deserve.

Suddenly, the ground churns around them.

Rising from the ground appear thousands of Dark Figures, 
their cloaks blowing.  Each is armed for war, with double-
stringed bows and wicked-looking arrows.  Kylem leads them.

He lifts his hood and strides to Nadian, looking stern.

NADIAN
Why... are you here?

Kylem bows deeply.
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KYLEM
Princess, doubting you was my 
greatest folly.  Now that I’ve 
climbed out from my hole in the 
ground, I see that clearly.

Nadian bows deeply in return.

KYLEM
You have complete command of the 
Druid armies.  We await your 
orders.

An enormous VIKING GENERAL (30’s) appears from behind them.

VIKING GENERAL
I seek Norgaard the Rambunctious. 
The Viking Hordes come from land 
and sea, ready for war.

SVEN
Norgaard died bravely in battle.  I 
am his son, Sven...

JIMMY
Sven the Unconquerable. 

Jimmy removes his runestone necklace and places it around 
Sven’s neck.

JIMMY
He is the Chosen Warrior who will 
lead all of us against the Giants.

Sven is astonished.  The Viking General bows deeply.

SVEN
Jimmy, you don't have to do this.

JIMMY
Yes I do.  That's the Viking Way.  
It’s my way, too.

He extends his fist.  Billy does the same, touching Jimmy's.

BILLY
Mine, too.

Nadian extends her fist, joining the others.

NADIAN
And mine.

Sven smiles.  He extends his own fist in unity.
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SVEN
There is no greater honor than 
this... my friends.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

MONTAGE

Over the horizon march thousands of Viking Berserkers, biting 
their round shields and raging with battle lust. 

On the sea, hundreds of longboats filled with warriors cut 
through the waves, dragon’s head prows leading the way.

ODIN (V.O.)
On that day, a great war ensued. 

Fire Warriors, brandishing their fire axes, appear in columns 
over a ridge. 

Nadian, leading her Druids, beckon tube-like plants to grow 
from the soil.  They hold them on advancing Fire Warriors, 
dousing them with water that sprays from the ends of the tube 
plants, extinguishing them.

From the air, Jimmy and Sven coordinate attacks on the ice 
sword-wielding Frost Soldiers.  They fly low as War Cats spew 
flames that melt the Frost Soldiers, turning them to mud.

ODIN (V.O.)
Jimmy, Sven and Nadian led their 
forces against the invading armies. 
And in the end... 

After they demolish the Frost Soldiers, Jimmy and Sven smile 
at each other as they fly atop their War Cats.

ODIN (V.O.)
...the Vikings and the Druids 
prevailed.

EXT. RIVER BANK - NIGHT

A well-equipped longboat is moored close to shore.  Sven 
stands beside it, holding a torch.

He tosses it into the long boat, setting it aflame, and 
pushes it adrift into the slow current.

SVEN
To Valhalla, Papa.  Save me a place 
at Odin’s table, right next to you.
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The boat burns off shore, drifting slowly away. Jimmy stands 
beside Sven, staring at the burning boat.   

Nadian walks beside him.  She wears a small crown fashioned 
from leaves, twigs and crystals.  Jimmy turns to her.

JIMMY
Billy and I hafta get home.  Our 
mother will be worried sick.

NADIAN
Will you think of me when you 
return to Nowhere?

He steps from between Sven and Nadian.

JIMMY
Yes, always.  But only one warrior 
will ever earn your love.

Sven watches her, transfixed.  She looks up at Sven and 
smiles.  He smiles back, then blushes.

Sven thrusts his right hand out at Jimmy.  They shake.  Jimmy 
points to the runestone around Sven’s neck.

JIMMY
Give that to your first-born child 
someday.  Don’t forget what your 
father said to tell him...  Or her.

SVEN
I still don’t understand.  What 
exactly is the power of three?

JIMMY
I think it means different things 
to different people.  It might take 
us our lifetimes to figure it out.

They continue to watch the burning boat.  Odin appears beside 
Jimmy, but no one else sees him.

JIMMY
Sorry.  About messing up your eye 
and all.

Odin lifts up his patch to reveal the eye beneath it.

ODIN
Balderdash.  My eye is back where 
it belongs.  Where it will stay.

He flips the patch back down.
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ODIN
But I’m keeping the patch. My wife 
thinks it’s... sexy.

Jimmy grins. 

JIMMY
This means I get my wish.  Right?

ODIN
Well, yes and no.

JIMMY
What’s that supposed to mean?

ODIN
I promised if you retrieved my 
stolen eye, I would grant a single 
wish. And I shall.

JIMMY
But...

ODIN
But... it is not your wish I’m 
granting.

JIMMY
Then, whose?

Odin touches his spear to the water.  A bolt of lightning 
travels underwater to the burning boat. 

ODIN
One day, she’ll wish upon a star, 
that her sons could say goodbye.

Jimmy understands.  From the boat fires a flare of bright 
light into the nighttime sky.

Everyone’s attention is captivated by the fireworks.  When 
Odin’s 8-legged steed appears, he mounts it.

ODIN
Climb aboard.  Both of you.

Jimmy walks to Billy, claps him on the shoulder.

JIMMY
C’mon, Billy.  There’s... somebody 
we gotta see.

Billy grabs his brother’s shoulder. Jimmy grabs Odin’s 
outstretched hand as the boys, now young men, climb aboard.
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The horse gallops through the evening mist into the dark sky.

INT. HALL OF VALHALLA - NIGHT

Fallen Warriors line the rough-hewn wooden table, hundreds on 
each side.  Odin, at its head, lifts his cattle horn.  Frigg 
and Thor raise their horns to Odin’s guests of honor... 

NORGAARD, shimmering with the silvery glow of the Afterlife.  

And DAD, in full Viking gear, shimmering as well.

Flanking Dad is Jimmy and Billy, not shimmering but smiling, 
staring at him in awe as they lift their horns and drink.

It’s their last night together, a FINAL FAREWELL.

JIMMY
Dad, I finally know what our power 
of three is.

DAD
I know you do, and I think Billy 
knows, too. Don’t you, son?

BILLY
Yeah.  It’s Jimmy, me and Mom, all 
on the same team.

DAD
I’m so proud-- of both of you.

JIMMY
We gotta get back.  We left Mom in 
the locker room.  If the guys break 
for showers, it could get ugly.

Dad laughs, gathers both his sons in a tight embrace.

DAD
Time to tear up the ice, Svensons.

Jimmy and Billy both nod.  Yes, it is.

INT. HOCKEY RINK - MODERN TIMES - DAY

Sam skates into position opposite Jimmy. The two stare each 
other down, neither backing down.
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ODIN (V.O.)
Through the ages, Humans never 
change.  They must fight.  It’s in 
their blood.

The whistle blows.  Jimmy takes off like lightning, leaving 
Sam in the ice dust.  He gets the puck.  Sam chases Jimmy.

ODIN (V.O.)
But the power of love and the 
strength of family also course 
through Human veins.  And together, 
that energy drives the universe.

Jimmy sets the puck, corkscrews his body, slaps the shot, 
lightning-fast, drilling it into the goal.  He’s perfected 
the Svenson-Slap-Shot and everybody knows it.  

His teammates cheer.  Sam grumbles, slams his stick on the 
ice.

ODIN (V.O.)
That is nature.  That is balance.

As his team mates high-five him, Jimmy turns to 

THE BLEACHERS

Billy and Mom are standing, clapping and cheering.  Mom looks 
like her old self again.... happy, the way she used to.

ON THE ICE

Jimmy smiles.  Stuff’s gonna turn out okay after all.

ODIN (V.O.)
That is the Viking Way.

FADE OUT:

THE END
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